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ABSTRACT
The ability to tune resonances, change polarization and modify their radiation patterns
has made reconfigurable antennas development imperative in modern telecommunication
systems and they are widely used as additional features in wireless communication system.
Their agility and diversity have expanded their horizons for different types of applications
especially in cognitive radio, satellites and many other applications. Reconfigurable
antennas satisfy the requirements for increased functionality, such as direction finding,
bearn steering, radar, control and command, within a confined volume.
The integrations of reconfigurable antennas with radio frequency (RF) switches are
needed to perform the switchable ability among many other reconfiguration techniques.
In this project, a new reconfigurable Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) screen 1s
proposed

to

create

a

switched

bearn

reconfigurable

antennas.

Indeed,

the

transmission/reflection responses of each planar FSS are carefully delineated to elaborately
reshape the screens to a cylindrical form. The cylindrical shape is deliberately chosen to
achieve the desired sweeping bearn performances over ali azimuth angles. Then, by
precisely controlling the active elements integrated into the cylindrical FSS, the radiated
field of an RF-source at the center of the cylinder is controlled to achieve the desired
functionality.
Validation for Adaptive Switched Bearn Reconfigurable Antenna (ASBRA) is achieved by
comparing the simulated and measured radiation patterns parameters. The measured halfpower bearn width is 72° while 40° for the simulated. The simulated realized gain is around
15 dB while the measured gain is around 12.5 dBi at the frequency range of2.4GHz.
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ABSTRACT
La possibilité de syntoniser les résonances, de modifier la polarisation et de modifier leurs
diagrammes

de

rayonnement

a

rendu

impératif le

développement

d'antennes

reconfigurables dans les systèmes de télécommunication modernes et elles sont largement
utilisées en tant que fonctionnalités supplémentaires dans les systèmes de communication
sans fil. Leur agilité et leur diversité ont élargi leurs horizons pour différents types
d'applications, en particulier dans les domaines de la radio cognitive, des satellites et de
nombreuses autres applications. Les antennes reconfigurables répondent aux exigences
d'une fonctionnalité accrue, telles que la direction, la direction du faisceau, le radar, le
contrôle et la commande, dans un volume confiné.
Dans ce projet, nous proposons de créer de nouveaux écrans reconfigurables à surface
sélective en fréquences (FSS) pour créer des antennes reconfigurables à faisceaux
commutés. En effet, les réponses de transmission 1 réflexion de chaque FSS planaire sont
soigneusement délimitées pour remodeler minutieusement les écrans en une forme
cylindrique. La forme cylindrique est délibérément choisie pour obtenir les performances
de balayage souhaitées sur tous les angles d'azimut. Ensuite, en contrôlant avec précision
les éléments actifs intégrés dans le FSS cylindrique, le champ rayonné d'une source RF au
centre du cylindre est commandé pour obtenir la fonctionnalité désirée.
La validation de l'antenne reconfigurable à faisceau commuté est obtenue en comparant les
paramètres des diagrammes de rayonnement simulés et mesurés. La largeur de faisceau
mesurée est de 72 ° alors qu'elle est de 40 ° pour la simulation. Le gain simulé réalisé est
d'environ 15 dB et le gain mesuré est d'environ 12,5 dBi dans la gamme de fréquences de
2,4GHz.
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CHAPTERONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Proj ect background
The field of telecommunications 1s m perpetuai evolution and the dynamics of

development are constantly needed to improve flexibility, ergonomies and speed of
information transfer. Therefore, wireless communication is essential for severa! reasons
such as security, location and productivity.
The unsupervised or random deployment of a wireless sensor network requires the
installation of an antenna system capable of adapting itselfto the context of the conditions
of propagation of the wireless signal. By adapting the ir operating characteristics such as the
radiation pattern and by altering the current flow using switching elements such as Pindiodes, the reconfigurable antennas have the ability to desirably improve energy efficiency
and to avoid the effects of interference and multi-channel discoloration effects. Thus, the
introduction of a reconfigurable antenna instead of an omnidirectional antenna makes it
possible to transmit or receive the radio signal with longer ranges and faster throughput
while reducing the amount of energy required establishing communication at its minimum.
This project proposes the design and development of an adaptive narrow band antenna
using FSS technic with the integration of the PIN-diode to form the switched bearn
reconfigurable antenna. Depending on the switching state, the ASBRA enables the selection
between severa! beams and achieves the desired performance that allows reconfigurable
directive beams over the entire azimuth plane with equidistant angles. This thesis describes
the ASBRA's development including the literature review, the simulation design until the
fabrication and measurement process.
1.2.

Motivation
N owadays, the importance of communication in an emergency response scenario is weil

known due to the frequency of recent incidents such as disasters and their wide range of
sever impact throughout the world. Human civilization has always been devastated by
natural disasters, such as earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, landslides, floods, forest fires,
weather and climatic conditions (irma, harvey, hurricanes , tornadoes, extreme heat or co id,
etc.) or artificial disasters such as large-scale terrorism, chemical spills, nuclear radiation
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eruptions, public service failures, epidemies, accidents, explosions and urban fires, etc ....
which is a serions disruption to the functioning of a community or society.

Such

emergencies require a rapid and effective response from varions stakeholders (team of
pumps, firemen, paramedics, doctors ... ) responsible for intervening in the sectors
concerned; So it allows us to anticipate our actions.
One of the most important components to help respond to these emergencies is the
antenna. It must be selective in the sense that it must correspond to the frequency band
given in a particular direction to send the most possible information, to reduce collisions,
increase communication distance and optimize power consumption; It must also be
economical in the sense that its output must be as ideal as possible in terms of efficiency
and gain which leads to smart antenna in the literai sense of the term. As a result, intensive
research has been conducted in many directions to find other alternatives and approaches
in this field. One of these alternatives is to use a FSS in reconfigurable antennas. This
approach offers more features for an antenna, more versatility, Jess cost and significant
savings in size and space [1, 2]. So research in this area is very important and is one of the
most popular areas nowadays. Our motivation is to investigate a new FSS structure with
the use of RF switch technology to actively and intelligently change the operating bearn of
an antenna including minimization of active switching components and an overall reduction
in antenna design complexity.
1.3.

State of the Art ofWireless Sensor Network

1.3.1. Definitions of Wireless Sensor Network
A sensor is a small autonomous deviee capable of performing simple measures on its
immediate environment. WSN are a new class of distributed systems [3] that consists of
dispersed group of deviees which use sensors to monitor environmental conditions. WSN
were originally designed to facilitate military operations, but their applications have since
grown to cover severa! domains such as medical, industrial and, more recently, home
networks. Although this development was initially fueled by military research areas, today,
as recent technological advances, the possibility of producing low-cost sensors has
increased considerably, which brings us to the challenge of scaling networks to a larger
number of nodes. As shown in Figure 1.1, WSN is a group of very small deviees, named
node, varying from dozens elements to severa! thousands.
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Figure 1.1 Wireless Sensor Network. [3]

In these networks, every node is capable of watching its environment and reacting if
necessary by sending the infonnation collected with the aid of wireless connection in one
or several points of collection (Sink Puits). According to the system, nodes can
communicate directly with the Puits Sink, or then act as relay for the transmission of
information.
1.3 .2. Architecture of a sens or node
According to [4], a genera.lized diagram of a WSN architecture is presented. The authors
divide the architecture into four major core units as shown in figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Physica!Architecture ofa sensor node [4]
It is possible to distinguish:

•

A Sensing unit or Capture unit: it is the interface to the physical world responsible

for carrying out data acquisition which provide the means to gather and send physica.l
quantities and are converted by analog to digital converters to be analyzed and processed
by the processing unit;
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•

A processing unit: this is the processorthat is responsible for processing ali relevant

data and executing the code that describes the behavior of the sens or node; frequent! y
known as micro-processor, this unit is responsible for controlling the other units'
functionalities. However, it may also contain memory and severa! inputs/outputs, bence,
it alternative title of micro-controller
•

A Transceiver unit or Communication unit: it is composed of a (radio module)

transmitter/receiver antenna(s) allowing communication between the different nodes of
the network.
•

A Power unit or unit of energy: this is responsible for maintaining the electric

activity of the sensor node. This may be achieved by a network ce li or by recharging a
battery via energy harvesting, such as solar energy with solar ce lis.
•

Location fmding system: Used to determine the location of the sensor with high

accuracy.
•

Mobilizer: This is responsible to move the sensor node when it is required to carry

out the task
The first important requirements ofWSN is the node's lifetime, the network should be
power efficient and fulfill its task as long as possible. The energy savings cau be obtained
from the optimization of software or hardware used on the system. U sing energy harvesting
from the environment is also a good solution to increase the WSN lifetime. Besides, the
WSN should be based on low cost deviees because the number of node can be up to
thousands or more. Sensor network should be very flexible to adapt to the different
conditions and scalable to support large number of nodes.
The system should be self-reconfigured to guarantee the network connection when the
failure of individual nodes occurs. The reprogramming of sensor nodes is also important to
update the new configuration and improve the performance of system. Finally, a sensor
network should be able protect itself and its data. For the secure data transmission, the
encryption keys have to be established among sensor nodes.
There are many different types of sens ors that are used on WSN such as:
Temperature, Humidity, V ehicular movement, Lightning condition, Pressure, Soi! makeup,
Noise leve!, The existence of certain kinds of objects, Mechanical stress levels, The current
characteristics such as speed, direction, and size of an object.
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In [4], I.F. Akyildiz et al. categorized the WSN application into military, environment,
health, home and other commercial areas. In addition, space exploration, chemical
processing and disaster relief are also considered as the expanding categories.
Several wireless sensor network commercial solutions are listed below:
Platform

MICA

Educational

8-16 MHz

4kB

2.4 - 2.48 GHz

38.4/250 kB/s

LOTUS

Industrial

10-100 MHz

64kB

2.4 GHz ISM

250 kB/s

TelosB

Educational

8MHz

10 kB

2.4 - 2.48 GHz

250 kB/s

IRIS

OEM Edition

8MHz

8kB

2.4 GHz ISM

250 kB/s

LOTUS

Industrial

8MHz

4kB

433 MHz ISM

250 kB/s

Waspmote

Versatile

14.7 MHz

8kB

2.4 GHz ISM

250 kB/s

Table 1.1: Commercial WSN node specifications. Adapted from [3].

(a) AIJICA2 Dot.

(b) Waspmote Plug & Sensor

Figure 1.3 Commercial WSN nades [3].

1.3.3. Protocols
As WSN evolved, several key factors such as robustness, efficiency and reliability arose
to challenge the QoS. As these factors require mass expertise in all fronts of networking
stack, from physical radio design to channel access schemes, routing protocols, and
distributed data-processing algorithms [5], the IEEE introduced in 2003 a standard which
specifies physicallayer and MAC. The major features of IEEE 802.15.4 standard rely upon
specifications in the physical and MAC layers for low-rate nearby conmmnications. The
standard defines, among others, which the se networks should be capable of pro vi ding up to
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250 kbps of data transfer rate with simple QoS requirements. The reason why this standard
uses low transmission rates is because sensor network applications do not usually need high
data transfer rates and consequently would clearly benefit from low-power solutions to
prolong the lifetime. The list below briefly reviews the solutions that are based on the
802.15.4 standard:
1. ZigBee
2. Wireless HART (Highway Addressable Remote Transducer Protocol)
3. 6Lo WP AN (IPv6 over Low power wireless persona! area network)
Most commercial WSN solutions use one ofthese three standards. However, each may
be better suited for a particular application. For instance, ZigBee networks are targeted for
home automation, smart energy, building automation, telecommunication services and
health care while Wireless HART is suited for automation and industrial applications.
1.3.4. Deployment
With the increasing number of nodes deployed in WSN infrastructures, the ability to
collect sensor information has been part of a strate gy to succeed in real-world applications.
This not only reduces the overall costs, but can also pro long network lifetime. According
to [6], node deployment can be classified as:
•

Static dep1oyment: nodes remain static during the network lifetime. This method may

be sub classified as either controlled or random deployment [7]. The mentioned
reference also exposes demonstrate optimization goals for this node deployment method
such as: area coverage, network connectivity, network lifetime, and data fidelity.
•

Dynamic dep1oyment: nodes may re-arrange their position due to application-leve!

requires location changes.
For instance, authors in [8] present design strategies of using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
UAVs to deploy wireless sensor networks for post-disaster monitoring, which perfectly
exemplifies the random-static deployment mentioned above. As referred to earlier, the
interest consists in network for agriculture, and for this reason a controlled-static"
deployment is used in order to optimize the performance of the network.
1.3.5. Scalability
Wireless sens or networks may grow to contain hundreds of nodes; this creates scalability
necessitate in-place routing protocols for managing and controlling scalable and adaptive
networks. Severa! routing protocols, studied in [9] and [10] addresses these problems and
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assesses those which are the best routing protocols using quantitative metrics such as
throughput, latency, energy consumption, and delay.
1.3.6. Power consumption
As referred to earlier, the power unit is a key element in the WSN node structure.
However, it is also the princip le time limiting factor in the lifetime of a network. Currently,
batteries are the major source of energy in WSNs and/or power buffer, in the case of energy
harvesting WSN nodes. In [11], the authors show the different energy sources suitable for
scavenging, energy conversion deviees and a wide comparison of practical energy
harvesting deviees such as vibration based or solar based deviees. In fact, in the WSN of
interest, solar energy scavenging is used with a solar ce li module.
The greatest part of the power is spent by peripherals, specifically radio modules, as

figure. 1.4 illustrates.
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Figure 1.4 Power consumption of a MICAz node [11].

Currently, solutions to overcome this problem are based on batteries which may, in the
case of nodes failure in a low density network, be quickly drained.
Dynamic Voltage Scaling in another processing power-saving technique. It adapts the
power supply voltage and clock frequency of the microprocessor which depends upon the
workload, leading to lower energy consumption without affecting the overall performance.
1.3. 7. Application of Wireless sens or network
The sensor arrays can be made up of different types of sensors depending on the
application. In general, the main applications of wireless sens or networks can be military,
environmental, sanitary or domestic [12].
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•

The military field is the first to be interested in the WSNs, in order to study the
movements of the enemy troops, orto analyze a battlefield before embarking on it.
However, due to application-leve! requirements, robustness, scalable selforganization, network connectivity, energy consumption, fault tolerance, and endto-end message security are the major concerns. These type ofWSNs can be applied
in three military operation scenarios:
o battlefield: large-scale and non-manually deployed;
o urban-warfare and force-protection: medium-scale and manually deployed;
o other-than-war: any scale, both manually or non-manually deployed.

In [13], a battlefield scenario requesting distribution ofthousands oftactical sensors in
a specifie area using UAV dropping and/or artillery deployment methods is presented.
It has a self-organizing initialization period and after that the information is reported to a

UAV sink node. Also [14] report, among others, severa! examples of military WSN
applications such as perimeter protection, sniper detection and localization," chemical,
biological and explosive vapor detection with micro cantilever array sensors". [15]
•

In the environmental field, the WSN s are used to detect and pre vent natural

disasters such as fires, to understand the evolution of natural habitats and movements of
animal populations with a view to knowledge and protection of species or in agricultural
environments to optimize soi! management. The most commonly used sens ors are:

•

0

Atmospheric pressure sensor

0

Leaf wetness sens or

0

Humidity sensor

0

Temperature sensor

0

Luminosity sensor

0

Soi! moisture sensor

0

Soi! temperature sensor

o

Ultraviolet radiation sensor

o

Anemometer

o

Pluviometer

o

Dielectric permittivity sensor

In the biomedical field, the implantation of autonomous sensors in the human

body or in the habitat would enable the physiological data to be collected and stored
continuously and sent to a competent medical center, distance of a convalescent patient,
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or facilitating early diagnosis and disease prevention. In the case of human applications,
WSNs are applied in hospitals and homes.
Severa! applications are listed below.
o emergency response
o provision of interfaces for the disabled
o integrated patient monitoring
o drug administration
o tracking and monitoring doctors and patients in hospitals
o Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) detection
o premature infant thermal regulation
•

Finally, WSNs are also useful in monitoring difficult or structural environments

such as bridges, vehicles or industrial environments for the purpose of detecting alterations
and preventing disasters which is part of our work.
The industrial applications can be divided based on specifie production requirements.
o Industrial environmental sensing: pollution, hazard, security
o Condition monitoring: structural health, equipment condition, human error
monitoring
o Process automation: evaluation, improvement

1.4.

Problem identification

1.4.1. Introduction
Antenna development play a key role in wireless technology since the rapidly increasing
number of users in broadcasting, telecommunications, navigation, radar, sensors, military
and for wireless communication. The increasing number ofusers may lead to congestion of
existing spectrum such as Wireless Local Area network (WLAN). Most WLANs use the
same frequency band in the narrow range of 2.4 to 2.5 GHz. They link many systems
together, thus resulting in better communication and compatibility. In addition, most of
these systems use the miniature sleeve dipole antenna. Although the use ofthese antennas
is relative! y simple (buy-plug-play), their performances are limited (about 0 dBi of gain).
This type of antenna provides an omnidirectional radiation pattern.
The ability to receive signais from almost every direction (azimuth plane) is the main
advantage of omnidirectional antenna.
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On the other hand, they lead to senous problems of interference, lower capacity,
prominent decrease in connection speeds and sometimes Jack of connectivity due to the
unavailability offree access channels [16]. In addition, this type of antenna is very sensitive
in multipath environments when the fading effect is important. In this case, the drop in the
quality of transmission channels willlead to more packet errors. Thus, the packets have to
be resend and the overall power consumption will increase. The introduction of directional
antenna instead of an omnidirectional antenna is as an interesting solution that makes it
possible to transmit or receive the radio signal with longer ranges and faster throughput
while reducing the amount of energy necessary to establish communication.
The main advantage of this solution is a higher gain because radiated power is focused
and it propagates the signal in one or more specify directions. Besides, the effect of noise
from unwanted signais is reduced, thus channel quality is improved. However, the larger
dimension is a classical drawback of this antenna type. Additionally, in the networks that
contain hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes, the restriction on the number of signal
propagation direction is its fatal weaknesses. This is a reason that lead our research towards
directional antenna in the field of WSN.
1.4.2. Technical and organizational challenges
1.4.2.1.

Shape of bearn

Switched bearn antenna systems form multiple fixed beams with increased sensitivity in
sorne directions. It is very beneficiai for many applications such as base stations of mobile
networks where the quality of coverage is a requirement.
The adaptive beamforming technique represents a spatial form of adaptive signal
processing (seefzgure.l.5). This technique can be used in wireless communication systems
that work in a challenging environment with multiple sources of interference leading to
amplify the target signal and attenuate the interference signais. The optimization of the
transmission to the desired user (directivity) makes it possible to obtain Jess energy
consumption and lower amplification costs.
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Conventlonal Beamformlns Array

Swltched A~tenna Array

Adaptlve Antenna Array

Figure 1.5 Antenna bearn patterns in Switched bearn systems
(https:/Avww. netw orkcomputing. comhv ireless-infrastructu.re!how -does-mu-m imo-w ork/74896423)
1.4.2.2.

Choice of Structure

The fundamental idea behind reconfigurable antennas is to improve the performance of
the wireless communication system by increasing the gain in a chosen direction. FSS are
structures whose behavior changes with frequency, they have particular electromagnetic
characteristics making them act as electric or magnetic wall, radiating structure or
decoupling deviee. Often, these are periodic structures illuminated by a wave parallel to
their normal. As a result, their use in the antenna field has as many advantages as
applications. FSS-based antennas are a solution to achieve a certain dimension reduction
and thus arrive at compact antennas [17, 18].
1.4.2.3.

Switching mode

Taking into account the frequency range, the ability to handle high power with low
distortion, loss, low cast, high speed, fast switching, high isolation, ease of polarization,
less current. [19,20]
1.4.2.4.

Power source

An intelligent antenna system can 1mprove considerably by reducing multi-path
discoloration, extending battery life, increasing system capacity, extending the coverage
area and increasing transmission rate. With a non-uniform radiation pattern, there is a new
gain challenge in the desired direction which is also an important factor in deciding the
required power. We address the issue of controlling the energy efficient topology in a
wireless network with directional switched bearn antennas. [21,22].
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1.5.

Problem remedies and project objectives

In this work, a new class of reconfigurable FSS screens is proposed to create a
reconfigurable antenna. Indeed, the transmission/reflection responses of each planar FSS
are carefully delineated to elaborately reshape the screens to a cylindrical form. The
cylindrical shape is deliberately chosen to achieve the desired sweeping bearn performances
over ali azimuth angles. Then, by precise! y controlling the active elements integrated into
the cylindrical FSS, the radiated field of an RF-source at the center of the cylinder is
controlled to achieve the desired functionality.
1.5.1. Main objectives
The main objective is to design and develop a cylindrical ASBRA with an EBG technic
and FSS structure that can provide an agile and reconfigurable radiation pattern using a
single radiation source capable of covering instantaneously ali azimuth angles. These
features will be used in the intelligent systems demanding a high gain to enhance the
performance of the system by increasing the SNR.
1.5.2. Specifies objectives
As specifie objectives, the designed and fabricated ASBRA with integration of real PIN
diodes and biasing circuits must operate at 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz. It must be able to sweep
whole azimuth angles over minimum bandwidth using a directive pattern with high realized
gain. The back-lobe leve! of the radiation-pattern in the directive case would be expected
to be Jess than 20dB. In the design process, the number of active elements needs to be kept
as minimum as possible to decrease the antenna cost and also enhance its radiation
performances. The parameters of the ASBRA are characterized in term of input return Joss,
radiation pattern, half power bearn width and gain for both simulation and measurement.
1.6.

Organisation of the thesis

1.6.1. Scope and Limitation of the Project
The thesis deals with using switchable FSS properties to forma ASBRA. This research
is important because it overcomes the problems associated with communication system
performances by combining severa! functions in a single element
•

The significance of this thesis results arises from the following points:
o

To improve the reconfigurable antenna performance and its functionality, new
switchable FSS are proposed in the2.4GHz frequency bands.
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o

To increase the functionality of the reconfigurable antenna by achieving narrow
bandwidth along with suitable back lobe leve! and low side lobe leve! in the directive
radiation pattern case.

o

Due to the switchable FSS size, the antenna size is reduced and more directive
positions are achieved in the whole azimuth plane with enhanced performance.

•

The main sc opes of this research are:
o

Literature review and previous research study reconfigurable antenna

o

Design, simulate and analyze ASBRA antenna using CST Microwave Studio
Software and for comparison and validation of the optimized results, Ansoft HFSS.

o

Fabricate and measure the ASBRA. The fabrication part includes soldering the PIN
diode.

•

o

Analyze and compare the results between simulation and measurement

o

Scientific publications and mémoire publications.

The limitations of this research are:
o There are multiple parameters that cau be tuned for reconfigurable antenna. However,
this research only focuses on switched bearn reconfigurable from wideband to
narrowband.
o The measurements of the antenna are based on available facilities at UQAT. Sin ce
there is a Jack of anechoic charnber at UQAT, the labvolt systems were used for
radiation pattern measurement. Renee, only front lobes of radiation patterns are
compared with the simulation.
o The switching mechanism of this antenna is using the Arduino board

1.6.2. Thesis organization
Chapter One: General introduction

The first chapter consists of the general introduction, project background, problem
statement, objectives, scope of study, project contribution and the WSN applications. Sorne
possible solutions are presented in detail in the following chapters.
Chapter Two: Fundamental knowledge of reconfigurable antennas

This chapter gives an overview of literature review on the reconfigurable antenna. The
basics of the antenna properties such as radiation pattern, bandwidth, gain and half power
bandwidth are presented. The reconfigurability concept is introduced and explained to get
a narrow band operation before the integration of PIN diodes.
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Besides, the circuit representation of PIN diode and its biasing circuit have also been
explained for reconfigurable purposes and sorne overview of previous studies is also
presented.
Chapter Three: A review of reconfigurable antenna based on FSS

This chapter discusses the passive antenna, the active antenna integrated with lumped
element and the geometry ofthese antennas is introduced together with the use ofFSS.
Chapter Four: Design and fabrication process of the ASBRA

The ASBRA's methodology is introduced. The design, simulation and experimental
results for the ASBRA performance are presented. The antenna performance is examined
and the impact of each influential parameter on the antenna performance is justified in
details. The antenna is characterized by its parameters and is compared to other similar
antennas in literature to prove this enhancement.
Chapter Five: Result analysis and discussion

The ASBRA is fabricated and the measurement results are reported and compared with
the theoretical results in terms of return Joss and radiation pattern. A discussion of these
results is presented clearly.
Chapter Six: Conclusions

The thesis is concluded with a short summary and general assessment of the project's
findings, sorne key contribution and provides recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTERTWO
FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE OF RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNAS
2.1.

State of the Art

What is an Antenna?
The IEEE defines an antenna as:
'a means for radiating or receiving radio waves' [23]

Radio waves are electromagnetic waves that travel in a vacuum or air at the speed of light
and can be represented by sine waves. The distance a wave travels to complete one cycle
is known as the wavelength, À. This parameter is of great importance when designing
antennas and is analyzed throughout this project.
À=

c

f

(2.1)

(m).

Where c is the speed oflight (3x!0 8 rn/s.) and fis the frequency (Hz).
Back to 1873 when James Clerk Maxwell presented 'A Treatise on Electricity and
Magnetism' [24]. This work drew from empirical and theoretical work that had already
been carried out by scientists such as Gauss, Ampere, Faraday, and others. Maxwell took
the theories of electricity and magnetism and unified them. The equations he derived are
presented below in differentiai form.
-+

'ïJ · E =

-aB

-

iit- M (2.2)

il= -aïJ
+]
at
'ïJ . 75 ~ p

(2.4)

v .8 = o

(2. 5J

'ïJ.

(2.3)

Where: E is the electric field intensity (V/rn).
His the magnetic field intensity (A/rn).
D is the electric flux density (C/m 2).

B is the magnetic flux density (Wb/m2 ).

Mis the (fictitious) magnetic current density (V/m2).
J is the electric current density (A/m2 )

pis the electric charge density (C/m 3 )
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Maxwell's four equations are the guarantors of the conversion and ensure the propagation
of the electromagnetic field from the source to the point of reception. The passive nature of
the antenna thus makes it a reciprocal deviee that also couverts electromagnetic quantities
to electrical signais. Maxwell's equations allow the calculation of the radiated fields from
a known charge or current distribution. They also give a description of the behavior of the
fields around a known current distribution or a known geometry. Maxwell's equations can
then be used to understand the fundamental princip! es of antennas.
2.1.1. Type of Antennas
There are many types of antennas developed for many different applications; they can be
classified into four distinct groups
2.1.1.1.

Wire antennas

The wire antennas are typified by the TV antennas, car antennas, etc. The wire antennas
may include dipoles, loops, helical dipoles, bushings, Yagi-Uda networks. Wire antennas
usually have a low gain and operate at lower frequencies (HF to UHF). They have the
advantages oflow cost, ease of manufacture and simple design.
2.1.1.2.

Aperture antennas

Aperture antennas have a physical opemng through which electromagnetic waves
propagate. The pattern has a narrow primary bearn which leads to a higher gain. The se types
of antennas are very useful in space applications, as they can easily be embedded on the
skin of an aircraft or spacecraft. Examples of such antennas include a parabolic reflector,
horn antennas, lens antennas and circular apertures.
2.1.1.3.

Array Antennas

Array antennas consist of a matrix of discrete sources which radiate individually. The
pattern of the array is determined by the relative amplitude and phase of the excitation
fields of each source and the geometrie spacing of the sources. Typical elements in an
array are dipoles, monopoles, slots in waveguides, open-ended and microstrip radiators.
2.1.1.4.

Printed Antennas

Printed antennas are made via photolithographie methods, with both the feeding structure
and the antenna fabricated on a dielectric substrate. Printed antennas form the bulk of the
ASBRA structures discussed in this thesis.
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2.1.2. Fundamental Antenna Parameters
Antenna parameters play an important role in antenna performance. These parameters can
be altered in the process of designing the antenna to increase the performance and the
criteria that is needed for a dedicated application. There are many parameters that can be
measured from an antenna. In this project, on! y certain parameters will be discussed in detail
due to the Jack of equipment, but the parameters discussed in this work are sufficient enough
to analyze the performance of the prototype antenna.
The most fundamental antenna parameters are;
1. Bandwidth
2. S-parameters
3.

Radiation pattern

4.

Directivity

5.

Efficiency

6.

Gain

7. Polarization
8.

Halfpower bearn width

Ali of the parameters mentioned ab ove are necessary to full y characterize an antenna, and
to establish whether the antenna is optimised for its purpose.
2.1.2.1. Bandwidth
The term 'impedance bandwidth' is used to describe the bandwidth over which the antenna
has acceptable !osses due to mismatch. The impedance bandwidth can be measured by the
characterization ofboth the VS WR and RL at the frequency band of interest. Both VS WR
and RL are dependent on measuring (f). ris defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the
reflected voltage wave (VO-) normalized to the amplitude of the (VO +)at a Joad [25] and
is defined by the following equation.
(2.6)

The VSWR is defined as the ratio between the voltage maximum and voltage minimum
of the standing wave created by the mismatch at Joad on a transmission line.
VSWR = IZLI = Hlrl
IZol
1-1r1

(2. 7)

The return Joss (RL) is the magnitude of the ratio of the reflected wave to that of the
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incident wave, and is defined in dB as:
RL

~

-20Log 1 f

(2.8)

1-

The scattering parameter is equivalent tor. It is common forS Il to be defined in dB as:
Sn~

20Log 1 f

(2.9)

1-

The maximum acceptable mismatch for an antenna is normally 10% of the incident signal.
For the reflection coefficient, this equates to r

~

0.3162. For VSWR the impedance

bandwidth lies between 1< VSWR< 2, and RL value must be greaterthan !OdB or Si!<10 dB. A description of S-parameters is given in the following section.
The range of operating frequency within the selected return Joss or VSWR is called the
bandwidth of the antenna. There are two ways to represent a bandwidth which is for
broadband antenna and narrowband antenna. For broadband antenna, the bandwidth is
defined as a ratio of the upper-to-lower frequencies of acceptable operation. It's also can
be calculated by using the se formulas:
f1

f1

tz < 2 (Narrow band) and 12 > 2 (Broadband)
In this project, the designed antenna is a broadband type of antenna. The bandwidth
percentage is calculated as shown in equation 2.10
BW o7 =
70

fu-fl .100° 7
../(fu. fl)
70

(2.10 1
~

where:
fu~

fi~

upper frequency bandwidth
lower frequency bandwidth

2.1.2.2.S-Parameters
Wh en designing antennas as part of a network, or on the ir own, it is advantageous to create
a mode! which allows the designer insight into the performance of the system/antenna. It
is common to extract useful data via a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The data is
normally presented in the form of S-parameters. The S-Parameters are defined by
measuring the voltage travelling waves between the N-ports. To exp lain this concept, it is
best to look at a two port network shown by Figure 2.1
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II

zo

v1 z1

12

Two-port
network

z2

zo

V2

VI =Voltage at port 1, V2 =Voltage at port 2, Il = Current at port 1, 12 = Current
at port 2; ZO = Characteristic impedance, Zl =port 1 impedance, Z2 =port 2
impedance, a] =signal incident atportl, b 1 =signal rejlected at port 1, a]= signal
incident at port2, b2 =signal rejlected at port2

Figure 2.1 Two port network definition
The input reflection coefficient, when port 2 is matche ci,

S11_bl

1

al

b2=o

The reverse transmission gain, when port 1 is rnatched, Sn_bl al=O
az
The output reflection coefficient, when port 1 is rnatched, S22_bZI al=O
az
The forward transmission gain, when port 2 is rnatched, 821- bz a2=o
1

1

al

Typically, when using S-parameters to characterize antennas the reflection coefficients
and forward transmission gain are most frequently used. Ideally reflection coefficients
should tend towards zero (S 11 =S22=0) as this me ans that there is no power being reflected
back due to a good match to the characteristic impedance of the fee ding structures, usually

50 O. The fmward transmission gain should ideal!y tend towards one.
2.1.2.3.

RadiationPattem

An antelllla radiation pattern is defined in the IEEE Standard Definitions [23] as:
''A mathematical fonction or a graphical representation of the radiation properties of the

antenna as a fonction ofspace coordinates. In most cases, the radiation pattern is
detennined in the far-field region and is represented as a fonction of the directional
coordinates. Radiation properties include power flux density, radiation intensity, field
strength, directivity, phase or polarisation. "

Primarily, when measuring the radiation pattern, the property of most interest is the energy
radiated relative to the antennas position [25].
This is usually measured using spherical coordinates as shown in Figure2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Coordinate system for antenna analy sis.
(http: 1/slideplayer. com/slide/85626531)

The antenna nnder test is placed at the origin and is rotated through ~ = 0° - 360° and

e = 0°- 180° while the power is rneasured in the far-field. As shown in Figure 2.2, the xz plane is considered the elevation plane and is norrnally aligned with the electric field
vector and is called the E-plane. The x-y plane is norrnally aligned with the rnagnetic
field vector and is terrned the H-plane.
2.1.2.3.1. Antenna Field Region
As an antenna radiates, there are changes to the electrornagnetic field structure as the
radiation rnoves away from the antenna at a distanceR. These changes can
be split into three distinct groups and are shown in Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3. Field regions of an antenna
(http: 1/totalecer. blogspot. com/2 016/02/radiating-field-regions-ofantenna.html)

2.1.2.3.2.

Reactive near-field region

The reactive near-field region, sometimes called the antenna region, is considered to be
the vohune of the field in the immediate vicinity of the antenna. For the majority of
antennas this region exists at R < 0.62

JD 3 /À from the antenna, where Ris radius and D

is the maximmn antenna dimension. Confined within this region is a lùgh amount of nonpropagating energy, or reactive power.
2.1.2.3.3.

Radiating near-field or Fresnel region

The radiating near-field, or Fresnel region does not display spherical power flow and
varies as a fnnction of distance, R, from the antenna. Also, the longitudinal component of
the electric field may be significant, for exarnple, ifusing the dipole fromfigure 2.3. The
bonndaries for this region are between where R ~ 0.62J D3 (À and R < 2D2 /A,, and where
Dis the largest dimension. If the antenna is very small compared to wavelength this region
may not exist.
2.1.2.3.4.

Radiating far-field or Fraunhofer region

In the radiating far-field or Fraunhofer region the field components are transverse to the
radial direction from the antenna and all the power flow is directed outwards in a radial
faslùon. In this region the shape of the field pattern is independent of the distance, R, from
the antenna. The inner bonndary is taken to be the distance R = 202 /')..., where D is the
largest dimension of the antenna.
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2.1.2.3.5.

Characteristic impedance of EM waves

To help differentiate between near-field and far-field regions it is useful to analyse the
characteristic impedance of plane waves. The characteristic impedance of a plane wave
for a lossless medium is given by:

z0 ={i
r:u(Q)
fJ =f.lof.l,

(2.11)

where:
êiJ

= Permittivity offree space = 8.854 x 10-12 (F/m)

er

=

Relative permittivity of the dielectric mate rial

J..lD = Permeability of free space = 4n x 10-7 (H/m)

J.Lr= Relative permeability ofthe magnetic material
For plane waves, this impedance is also known as the intrinsic impedance of the medium.
In free space, where ZO = 377 n, the E-field and H-field are orthogonal to each other and
orthogonal to the direction of propagation. If the wave is in the near-field, in a free space
environment, ZO =F 377 n since the fields are not orthogonal to each other, or in the direction
of propagation.
2.1.2.4. Velocity of Propagation
Another useful differentiation between the far-field and near-field regions, which gives an
insight into the property of electromagnetic waves, is the velocity of propagation (mis). The
velocity of propagation of a plane wave, sometimes known as phase velocity, is the speed
at which a wave moves through a medinm and is given, for a lossless medinm, by:
1

(ù

1

vP =--;===- (ms ·)
...;'êJJ k

(2.12)

where:
co= frequency (radis)

P=.Jj.u:= wavennmber (m- 1)
For a plane wave travelling in free space, the velocity is eqnal to the speed oflight,
c = 2.998 x 10 8 rn/s. As with the wave impedance, for the wave to be planar (i.e. in the farfield) in free space then the phase velocity must equal the speed oflight.
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2.1.2.5. Directivity
Antenna directivity in the IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas [26] as:
"The ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the
radiation intensity averaged over ali directions. The average radiation intensity is equal
to the total power radiated by the antenna divided by 4n. If the direction is not specified.
the direction of the maximum radiation intensity is implied. ··

Essentially, this means that the directivity of an antenna is the ratio of the radiation
intensity in a given direction over that of an isotropie source. This can be written as:
D = ..!!... =
Ua

4

n:U

Prad

(2.13)

where,
U

~radiation

U0

intensity (W/unit solid angle)

~radiation

Prad

~

intensity of an isotropie source (W /unit solid angle)

total radiated power (W)

If the antenna was to radiate in ali directions (isotropie radiator) then its directivity would
be unity. As an isotropie radiator cannot be realized practically, the most comparable
antenna has directivity different from any other antenna that have a higher directivity
which means their patterns are more focused in a particular direction.
2.1.2.6. Antenna Efficiency (rl)
Like other microwave components, antennas can suffer from !osses. The total antenna
efficiency takes into account the !osses at the input terminais, and within the structure of
the antenna itself. The mismatch or reflection efficiency (TJr) is direct!y related to the return
Joss (f) and can be defined as:
T]r

= (1-l f 2 1.

(2.14)

The radiation efficiency (TJ) is a measure of how much power is !ost in the antenna due to
conductor and dielectric !osses. These !osses reduce the radiation in any given direction and
can be expressed as:
7] =

Prad
Pin

(2.15)
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2.1.2. 7. Gain
Antenna gain, G, is the product of efficiency and directivity, and is defined in the IEEE
Standard Definitions ofTerms for Antennas [27] as:

"The ratio of the intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity that would be
obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically. The radiation
intensity corresponding to the isotropically radiated power is equal to the power
accepted by the antenna divided by 4n".
This can be expressed as:
G=

4TIU(</>,B)
Pin

(2.16)

Unless specified, it is assumed that the antenna is receiving a signal in the direction of
maximum gain. It is also common for the gain to be expressed in decibels and referenced
to an isotropie source (G ~ 1), as shown in Equation 2.15.
G

2.1.2.8.

(dEi)~

JO Log (G/1).

(2.17)

Polarization

The polarization of an antenna is the orientation of the electric field vector of the
radiated wave and is defined in the IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms [28] as:

"The property of an electromagnetic wave describing the time-varying direction and
relative magnitude of the electric-field vector; specifically, the figure traced as a
function oftime by the extremity of the vector at afixed location in space, and the sense
in which it is traced, as observed along the direction ofpropagation"
Polarization is the curve traced by the tip of the electric field vector viewed in the direction
of propagation. Figure 2.4 shows a typical trace as a function oftime [29].
The polarization of the wave may be linear, circular, or elliptical. The instantaneous
electric field of a plane wave, travelling in the negative z direction, may be written as:

E(z,t)~Ex(z,t)>FEy(z,t)y.

(2.18)
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Figure 2.4. Rotation of a plane electromagnetic wave and its polarization ellipse at z

=

0

as afimction oftime
(http: //sli deplayer. corn/sli de/8 56 265 3/)
The instantaneous cornponents are related to their cornplex cmmterparts by:

Ex (z, t)

~

Ey (z, t)

~Ex

Ey cos (rot+ Pz+ 8x)
cos (rot+ Pz+ 8y).

(2.19)

(2.20)

Where Ex andEy are the maximum magnitudes and 8x and 8y are the phase angles of the

x and y cornponents, co is the anglliar frequency
2.1.2.9.

Half- Power Beam-width

The HPBW can be defined as half the maximum value that is calculated between two
angles from the main lobe [30]. In other words, the HPBW is rneasured at the main beam,

by calclliating the angle of the gain which bas the value of the maximum value minus 3
dB as shown in Figure 2.4. The beam width is an important parameter for the antelllla and
is usually referred to when users use it.

The beam width is always used as a trade-offbetween the side lobe levels to analyze the
antelllla performance and pis the propagation constant.
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Figure 2.5: Two-dimensional ofpower pattern.
(http: 1!slideplayer. com/slide/856265 31)

2.2.

Reconfigurable antelllla

The antelllla is an essential element to create a teleconununication system by allowing

its adaptation with the extemal enviromnent and providing links to very great distances.
The control of fimdamental antenna parameters such as frequency, radiation pattern and
polarization rnakes it possible to create a reconfigurable antenna that can increase the
spectral efficiency of the system and optimize the quality ofwireless conununication thus
create an intelligent antenna [30,31]. An intelligent antelllla is based on the control of the
current flowing in the desired directions, which alters its overall structure.

The antenna can potentially operate at different frequencies, radiate in other directions, or
perhaps adapt its radiation pattern according to the environment or need. The structures of
the antennas and the material that invent them take up the challenge of designing intelligent
antennas.
The idea is to have a smart system capable of changing its fimctional characteristics in a
stand-alone way according to the user's need and to explore a new structure with a low
fabrication cost, light weight and compatible with integrated circuits deviees. As soon as
these antenna is built and placed on a certain platform, it can be reconfigured remotely
without having to rebuild the antenna or platfonn on which the structure is mmmted.
Designing reconfigurable antennas addresses three challenging questions.
1)

\Vhich reconfigurable property (frequency, radiation pattern or polarization) needs

to be modified?
2)

How are the different radiating elements of the antenna structure reconfigured to

achieve the required property?
3)

\Vhich reconfiguration technique minirnizes the negative effects on antenna

radiation 1impedance characteristics.
There are several advantages in using reconfigurable antennas as surnmarized below [32]:
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1) Ability to support more than one wireless standard.
a) minimizes cost;
b) minimizes volume requirement;
c)

simplifies integration;

d) good isolation between different wireless standards.
2) Lower front end processing.
a) no need for front end filtering;
b) good out-of-band rejection.
3) Best candidate for software-defined radio.
a) capability to adapt and leam;
b) automated via a microcontroller or a field programmable gate array
(FPGA).
4) Multifunctional capabilities.
a) change fimctionality as the mission changes;
b) act as a single element or as an array;
c) provide narrow band or wideband operation.
Three main types of reconfigurable antennas existas frequency [33-36], polarization [3739], radiation pattern [40-42], and/or two or more ofparameters [43-45] in a single antenna.
The block diagram of the reconfigurable antenna is shown in Figure 2.6.

RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA

+

MEMS
PIN Diode
Varactor diode
FET ITansistor

Figure 2.6 The black diagram ofthe reconfigurable antenna. [42]
In the sections to follow herein, the classification of reconfigurable antennas, their various
reconfiguration techniques, the advantages and disadvantages of each technique, and sorne
of the most recent applications of reconfigurable antennas are discussed.
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2.2.1. Frequency reconfigurable Antenna
Several telecommunication deviees such as Smart Phone and computers are equipped
with applications or services that operate on different frequency bands such as GSM, WIFI,
Bluetooth and FM Radio as illustrated in Figure 2. 7.

Figure 2. 7. Telecommunication infrastructure
(https:!!www.hindawi.comljournalsljcs/2013!972352/jigl/)

Each application requires an antenna according to the wavelength and its supply circuit
operating in the requested frequency band. As the number of applications increases, the
number of antennas increases, which will complicate the system platform in terms of size,
technological complexity, cast and interference between standards communications.
Reconfigurable multifrequency antennas is a solution that reduces the number of antennas
and integrates them in a single antenna and simultaneously caver severa! :frequency bands .
The frequency reconfiguration can be performed continuously or by means of switch. Bath
methods are based on changing the effective electricallength of the radiator or, on the other
hands, the effective current distribution on the radiator. By using continuous variation, the
fiequency ofthe antenna can be reconfigured smoothly over a specifie bandwidth; while,
for discontinuous cases, reconfiguration is realized by switching between different bands
[46]. Mechanically changing the antenna structure and material properties are other
approaches, which can continuously change the frequency ofthe antenna. However, each
method has its own advantages and drawbacks that according to their potentials for the
desired application are chosen.
2.2.2. Polarization reconfigurable antenna
The change in the polarization of an antenna causes an increase in its immunity against
interference which degrades the quality of the signal because of the nature of the
electromagnetic environment and increase the sensitivity especially at the level of reception
against reflections multiple paths [46].
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Generally, a fixed circular polarization is obtained from an excitation orthogonal antenna
oftwo antennas linked by a coupler which provides a phase difference of 90 ° between the
two antennas therefore, it makes possible to replace the old system which provides only one
fixed polarization (either right or left) and reduce the size of the system and its complexity.
The switching ofpolarization is a technique which makes it possible to maintain the signalto-noise ratio at a fixed value defined by a given application. The change in the polarization
must not influence other parameters such as the adaptation or shape of the radiation pattern.
2.2.3. Radiation pattern reconfigurable Antenna
Reconfigurable radiation pattern antennas play a very important role in wireless
telecommunication systems by their spatial filtering characteristics. They allow to increase
the capacity of the channel by focusing the energy in the use fu! direction and to avoid the
interfering signais by the insertion of the zeros in these directions. This can be achieved
even by changing the amplitude and phase of the electric or magnetic currents on the
structure. However, because of changing in the current distribution, it is expected to have
sorne variation in the frequency response of the antenna as weil. This is the main technical
point that should be considered in the design process to minimize the effect of pattern/gain
reconfiguration on the frequency response and hence matching bandwidth.
2.3. Principles ofReconfigurability and RF Switch Technologies
The radiation of an antenna cornes from the particular way that the current is distributed
on the antenna structure leading to the change of fields around the antenna and thus also the
far- field radiated. Obviously ali properties of the radiation characteristics of an antenna
such as its frequency of operation, the far field pattern field and polarization can be
reconfigured. The se changes can be made by modifying the antenna geometry or its material
properties. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to configure them independently of each other.
The change of one will affect others as weil, that why careful design and analysis are
important to ensure that we understand what effect a particular change in antenna will have.
Reconfigurable Antennas based on:
•

•

Redirecting their surface currents are called electrically reconfigurable.
o

Radio-frequency microelectromechanical systems (RF-MEMS) [47- 48].

o

PIN diodes [49- 50].

o

Varactor [51 -52]

Photoconductive switching elements are called optically reconfigurable antennas
[53- 54].

•

Altering the structure are called physically reconfigurable antennas [55- 56].
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•

The use of smart materials such as ferrites and liquid crystals are called materials
reconfigurable antennas [57].

2.3.1. Reconfiguration by Switching
Optical switches, high frequency PIN-Diodes, FETs, and radio frequency micromechanical switches (MEMS) are sorne kinds of commonly used me ans applied to connect
or disconnect different parts of the antenna. These components are applicable to reconfigure
frequency, polarization, or radiation pattern. Inter-modulation harmonie level, losses, and
speed are the main important issues for our approaches, which determine the component
type for the desired operating requirements of our project.
2.3.1.1. Electrically reconfigurable antennas
An electrically reconfigurable antenna relies on electronic switching components (RF-

MEMs, PIN diodes, or Varactors) to redistribute the surface currents, and alter the antenna
radiating structure topology despite the numerous issues surrounding such as the
noulinearity effects of switches, interference, losses, and negative effect of the biasing lines
used to control the state of the switching components on the antenna radiation pattern.
2.3.1.1.1. RF-MEMS
RF-MEMS are tiny mechanical switches made on a substrate (silicon, quartz, glass) [58].

Figure 2.8 shows three types of RF MEMS switches in their on and off positions. The
cantilever bearn in Figures 2.8 (a) and 2.8 (b) is anchored to a post on the left, while the
other end of the bearn is suspended above the drain. An electrostatic force pulls the bearn
down when a voltage is applied, and creates an electrical path between the bearn and the
drain. Figures 2.8 (c)-2.8(j) show a RF MEMS membrane switch, which consists of a
flexible, thin, metal membrane, anchored to posts at both ends.

(ft) Cantilever oft~

(cl Olunic cont<Jctoff

(e) Cnpllcitive contact l1ff.

(b) Cantilever on.

(d) Olunic contact ou.

~
(t) Capaciti,·e contact on.

Figure 2.8. Types ofRF-MEMS switches. [58]
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A potential applied to the bias electrode pulls the membrane down and closes the circuit.
An olmùc contact is a metal4.o-metal connection, while a capacitive contact has a dielectric

between the two metal contacts. Olmùc switches have a lùgher handwidth than capacitive
switches. Switching speeds for electro-statically driven capacitor structures are 10 JJS.
Recently, RF -MEMS switches wi.th piezoelectric films have been developed, and have fast
switclùng times (1-2 JJS). The cantilever deviee travels 6 JIDl between the on and off states.
RF -MEMS switches have low power conswnption, low insertion loss, and high isolation,
like mechanical switches, but are small, lightweight, and low cost, like senùconductor
switches [59]. On the ether hand, RF -MEMS s-wi.tches have lùgh }osses at mm-wave
frequencies, limited power-handling capability (~100 mW), and they may need expensive
packaging to protect the movable MEMS bridges against the environment.
2.3.1.1.2.

Varactors

Varactor Diode is a reverse biased p-njWlCtion diode, whose capacitance can be varied
electrically. As a re suit, the se diodes are also referred to as varicaps, tmùng diodes, voltage
variable capacitor diodes, parametric diodes and variable capacitor diodes. It is weil known
that the operation of the p-n jnnction depends on the bias applied wlùch can be either
forward or reverse in characteristic. It is also observed that the span of the depletion region

in the p-njWlCtion decreases as the voltage increases in case of forward bias. On the other
hand, the width of the depletion region is seen to inct·ease wi.th an increase in the applied
voltage for the reverse bias scenario. Under such condition, the p-n jnnction can be
considered to be analogous to a capacitor where the p and n layers represent the two plates
of the capacitor wlùle the depletion region acts as a dielectric separating them as shown in
figure 2.9
De!:?Jetio n Regio n
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D ie lectric L a ye r

Figure 1.9 (a) Electrical Equivalent Circuit, (b) Symbol ofVaractor diode.
(https: //www. ekc trica l4u. com!varactor-diode/)
However, because of packaging parasitic elements and losses, the application of these
components is linùted, especially for the componenls based on the senùconductor
technologies.

2.3.U3.
A 'PJN ·diode it a cmnponent with a wide, ~lld<>pecl intrinsk s<Mi tc:md~tor regi on
hetween a p-type ~emi·c pnductor and ;rn n~type semit9ndumr regi on. Tlte p-type and n-

type: reglons are typically heavîly dope-d becaUose thet areu:seJ.fqr W!mlc t<>ntacts.
Th~

wide ir1trinsi a region i:s in Mntrast to an .on:linarx p-n <:li<i>de. Th:e wide: intrinsic regi.on

m~s

!he PIT'll:!iocle an inferi<>rreGtifi~ (one typiçal fupçt!on of a diç<de), l;lut it makes it

suitabfe·for attenuators·, fast sVo/Îtches, phxMdetectors, and high (r.oltage f):<!wer electnmi cs.
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Char~e
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A.&:umUiati"n · Resis-tillity

+
Figure 1.H!. Jntrtnsi'O ,regi'On ojtbe I?in di.ode
(/ttips.i/www.electroniçs-tutoria/s, ws!diode!diode_2,html)
FotW,arllbiasing a PIN idiqde cre;;ltes.a ver.y lgw resist;mce.at hizh frequencies, while reverse
blasing r esults in an op.-en circuit.
•

The

PIN çligde is-current :c:ontr@ll'er,

• PJN dkde1> haye· the ability
smallr~rl e:v~~

•

t~

cqntrol large RF ·signal p>:>wer whil e u~ing mu ch

ofoontr@l p,ç>Wet'

PlN diode~ are lesH lt:rceptible to electro-staûc-di'etharge:·dantage.,

'rh·e: dt'-capacitante qf PIN di~de~ ha f!tncti-on ~f r:e:ver~e· VP!lage: tire ttl.!>r:e n:egative the
•:.oltage, the les$·c~pacït;mçe. The·useful
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:il 3.. 1/;z,

E,ewnijgurabifi ty by changing materi al

A.ntennas àfe àl.s:o maderecj)nfigur.al:ile thr9ugh .fi :change in the substrat:e: chàracteristics
'by usingmateriills su ch a~ liquidcrys.tals or fetrites . Tl\e change in th:e tnaterial is achie11ed

by a cha11ge in the relative e1 ectric pettn.ittivit'J .or rn agpêtic perrn eabiltty. In fact, a ljqùi d
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v!:>ltage !evek by a!tedrtg. the <>rientati9n Qffue liquîd ..cty~tàl iMl:ecules,
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As for a ferrite material, a static applied electric/magnetic field can change the relative

material permittivity. In these methods, by applying a DC voltage, the electrical properties
of the dielectrics are changed, leading to alter the EM response of the structure_ l'or

exarnple, 1he propagation of the wavelength in the RF structure or the impedance will be
changed by pennittivity (er) or permeability (J.U) changes and the ability to grant the
structure will be based fundamentally on the magnitudes of & and )-14 [58].
2.3.1.2_1_

Tunable conductivity

Through changes in temperahrre, bias, or light the conductivity in semiconductors can
be tuned. lt is varying depending on the bandgap energy, 1he level of doping, and defects in
the material_ Shining light with a photon energy greater 1han 1he bandgap on an intrinsic
semiconductor increases the fi-ee-electron and hole-charge carriers, which in tum increases
the semiconductor's conductivity. Solar cells are a good exemple [58]
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Figure 2.11. The principle ofa crystalline solar cel!
(http: 1/www. thinkso!ar-us. com/myth-so!ar-power-systemsl)
2.3.1.2.2_

Tunable permittivity

A number of approaches have been explored to achieve economical solutions for a high

ability to tune with low losses and fast response, for the purpose of controlling microwave
filters and phased arrays. The relative <'tunability" ofthe permittivity of a system is defined
as:
ér (O)- u(E)
ne=____;;_;__..:.......:;_
zr(O)

{2.21)

where sr (0) and sr (E) are the small-signal relative permittivity's without bias and with a
bias of strength E [V/cm], respectiv ely_
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2.3.1.2.3.

Tunable permeability

Similar to the tunable response m dielectric materials, the magnetic permeability
decreases with the application of a static field [59]. Ferromagnetic materials and LCs are
bulkier than ferroelectric materials and they create more !osses than ferroelectrics.
Moreover, creating higher cross polarization leve! in ferromagnetic is other reason to not
widely apply these materials directly as radiators in the antenna applications.
2.3.1.3.

Optically reconfigurable antennas

An optical switch is formed when laser light is incident on a semiconductor material
(silicon, gallium arsenide ). This results in exciting electrons from the valence to the
conduction band and thus creating a conductive connection [60]. Integrating such a switch
into an antenna structure and using it to reconfigure the antenna behavior is called an
optically reconfigurable antenna. The linear behavior of optical switches, in addition to the
absence of biasing !ines, compensates for their lossy aspect and the need for laser light to
activate them. The activation or deactivation of the photoconductive switch by shining light
from the laser diode does not produce harmonies and intermodulation distortion due to their
linear behavior. Moreover, these switches are integrated into the antenna structure without
any complicated biasing !ines which eliminates unwanted interference, !osses, and radiation
pattern distortion. Despite ali these advantages, optical switches exhibit lossy behavior and
require a complex activation mechanism.
2.3.1.4.

Reconfiguration by structural alteration

Antennas can also be reconfigured by physically altering the antenna radiating structure.
The tuning of the antenna is achieved by a structural modification of the antenna radiating
parts. The importance of this technique is that it does not rely on any switching mechanisms,
biasing !ines, or optical fiber/laser diode integration. On the other hand, this technique
depends on the limitation of the deviee to be physically reconfigured.
The advantages of using physical re configuration techniques lie in the fact that they do not
require bias !ines or resort to laser diodes or optical fibers. However, their disadvantages
include slow response, cost, size, power source requirements and the complex integration
of the reconfiguring element into the antenna structure. [60,62]
2.3.2. Comparison between different techniques and the practical issues.
The study on the reconfiguration properties shows that the reconfiguration mechanisms
are usually achieved by means of mechanical or electrical approaches. In the mechanical
method, the structure of the radiator is moved by electromechanical actuators in order to
reshape the antenna structure. Piezo-electric actuators or micro-machined plastic
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deformation are sorne kinds of recent!y proposed methods tore configure the frequency and
radiation-pattern. This method de livers a wide range of frequency of operation limited by
the practical constraints and it can continuously sweep the desired property through a
bandwidth or switch between different regimes. In addition, it provides low Joss, linear
behavior at high frequencies, which are remarkable merits to alleviate the inter-modulation
(IMD) harmonie problem. However, needing to a specifie complex actuation system and
being low speed are the main drawbacks of this approach. On the other hand, in the
electrical methods there is no any movement in the configuration and the changes in the
overall

shape

1s

electronically

achieved.

Indeed,

this

1s

realized

by

connecting/disconnecting different parts of the structure, changing the elements of the
equivalent electrical circuit mode! of the antenna via variable capacitors or by changing the
material properties. Optical switches, high frequency PIN-Diodes, FETs, and radio
frequency micro-mechanical switches (MEMS) are sorne kinds of commonly used means
applied to connect or disconnect different parts of the antenna. These components are
applicable to reconfigure frequency, polarization, or radiation pattern. Inter-modulation
(IMD) harmonie leve!, !osses, and speed are the main important issues for the se approaches,
which determine the component type for the desired operating requirements. Among these
drawbacks, the undesired natural parasitic elements introduced by component packaging
and soldering, for instance in PIN-Diodes and FETs, are the main reasons in limiting their
applications. This leads to increase the elements nonlinearity and hence increase the IMD
problem. MEMS technology is the potential approach to get rid of the !osses and parasitic
elements by packing the reconfiguration mechanism and antenna structure during the
fabrication process [63]. However, this method is not practical for ali applications and is
not extensively available in the market. Alternatively, variable capacitors are other
components that are usually used to continuously reconfigure the frequency response of the
antenna over a specifie bandwidth. This can be realized by chip variable capacitors
integrated into the structure. These capacitors are usually based on the semiconductor or
MEM technologies. However, because of packaging parasitic elements and !osses, the
application ofthese components is limited and based on the semiconductor technologies.
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Table 2.1 Comparison between different switches. [63]

2.4.

Propagation channel

In the field of wireless networks, the channel characterizing the propagation of the
electromagnetic wave in space has a distinctive importance. It is therefore essential to have
knowledge ofthe mechanisms involved in the channel of propagation and its interactions
with the environrnent in order to predict chances and conditions of establishing a radio link
between the transmitter and receiver.
A radio transmission system makes it possible to transforrn a signal electrical emitted
e(t) into an electric signal received r(t) by means ofwaves electromagnetic. The propagation

channel is the place that transforms the waves electromagnetic waves dtuing their
propagation. At this point, it is important to differentiate the propagation channel, which
only takes into acconnt interactions of the transmitted signal with the environrnent traversed
and the transmission channel, which includes the effects induced by the transmitting and
receiving antennas.
Propagation in free space
Generally, the propagation environrnent influences the wave electromagnetic emitted. In
free space, the transmission system is characterized by the absence of obstacles. The power
density W in a free space is expressed as a fnnction of the distance between the transmitter
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and receiver, the gain of the transmitting antenna Ge and the power of the transmitted signal

Pe.
(2.22)

The signal strength available at the terminais of a reception antenna Pris connected to the
power density W by the following relation:
R =w
r

;l_Zr;J"

(2.23)

4n

where Gr represents the gain of the receiving antenna and À represents the wavelength at
the working frequency. The attenuation of the signal in free space can be calculated using
both previous formulas as follows:
Pr _
Pt -

G G
t r

(-c
)
4nfd

2

(2.24).

where c, the speed of light is expressed as C= f. À

It should be noted that the above formula is valid only when the receiving antenna is
considered in the far field of the transmitting antenna. This condition is verified wh en the
distance (d) between the antennas is greater than the distance of Fraunhofer which

IS

connected to the largest dimension (D) of the transmitting antenna:
(2.25)

where D is the size of the transmitting antenna. The Joss in free space is given by the
2

following relation:

PL=lO log((Pr))_-lQ log [GtGr
10

Pt

10

(~)
]
4rrd

(2.26)

2.4.1. Multipath propagation
In a wireless system, the environment of the transmission system interferes with the wave
transmitted according to different mechanisms. The receiver can receive the same signal of
several different paths since the transmitted signais can be reflect on a surface like the
ground, the buildings ... etc. In practice, it is often two or more phenomena apply
simultaneously to the trajectory of the signal. This effect is called multipath propagation.
Indeed, there are four main phenomena: reflection, refraction, diffraction, diffusion
waveguides that have a direct impact on signal propagation [61].
The waves emitted during the radio communication generally undergo a combination of
these various phenomena. The received signal is a sum of ail arriving routes to the receiver
and this sum can be constructive or destructive. Barriers can be considered as a benefit or a
disadvantage. For example, wh en a transmitter and receiver are in direct view LOS,
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reflection disrupts the link. However, in the case of the NLOS channel, the diffraction and
diffusion ens ure the continuity of the connection.
An analyze of power of the received signal as a function of the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, three types of variations of the received power can be deduced:
•

path Joss: due to distance, it can be calculated deterministically or with a
mode! empirical when the environment is complicated.

•

Shadowing or slow fading: slow variations due to successive attenuations
produced by large local obstacles that cause diffraction.

•

Fast fading or multi-fading: rapid variations caused by the paths due to
constructive addition or destructive signais that cannot be deterministic.

2.5.

Summary

In chapter 2, firstly a literature review on the reconfigurable antennas is carried out to
clearly the concept. The possible reconfigurable antenna characteristics and their impacts
in improving the overall system performances are explained. And finally, the most
commonly used reconfiguration methods are also described and compared to each other,
and finally the chapter is ended up with sorne remarks on practical considerations.
Following to the research survey presented in the first chapter, comprehensive studies on
periodic structures and in particular frequency selective surfaces are presented in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER THREE
A REVIEW OF RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA BASED ON FREQUENCY
SELECTIVE SURFACE
3.1.

Introduction

An antenna is a passive deviee that couverts an electrical signal transported by a

conductive support: transmission !ines, waveguide, or more overall material: optical fibers,
to turn it into a signal electromagnetic capable of propagating without specifically requiring
a material support and ensuring links at very great distances.
In the ory, any conductor wire with a proper size compare to the wavelength of the signal
can act as an antenna and create the electromagnetic field that induce a current on its
surface; however, an agile antenna is based on the control of current flowing through it in
the desired directions which modifies the overall structure. The antenna can potentially
operate at different frequencies, radiate in different directions, or possibly adapt its radiation
pattern according to the environment or the need. Acting on the structures of the antennas
and the materials that compose them makes it possible to meet the challenge of designing
agile antennas. ·
Periodic structures provide control over the current or field browsing them. Among the
structures offering the most application in the field of antennas, it is possible to mention
meta-materials, Electromagnetic band Gap (EBG) structure or Frequency Selective Surface
(FSS) structure. Since the objectives of this thesis are conception and developing a new
class of switched bearn reconfigurable antennas based on periodic structures, the relevant
reported contributions on this application are reviewed and discussed in this chapter.
3.2.

Periodic structures

In the past two decades, an interesting area, widely known as the meta-materials, has
increasingly attracted researcher's attention to develop and improve the performance of
electrical components in RF, microwave and high frequency [62].
Different structures are used in this type of application and depending on how they deal
with electromagnetic waves, this material can be realized as Double Negative (DNG)
material, Electromagnetic Bandgap (EBG) structures or Photonic Bandgap (PBG) material
and Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS). They are constructed of an array of periodic
elements which can be metallic, dielectric or a composite material of metal and dielectric
arranged in one, two or three dimensional pattern [63].
The shape of the element, the texture of the array, the electrical parameters of the used
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material, and the distance between elements in the array defines their electromagnetic
properties. Ali these materials might treat the EM wave in different ways with different
incident angles. For instance, DNG materials have received considerable attention in
developing scanning bearn antennas, lens antennas, and microwave filters. [64] In response
to the incident electromagnetic waves, DNG materials provide negative dielectric constant
and dielectric permeability. The periodicity of the array elements in these types of periodic
structures is much smaller than the operating wavelength.
Alternatively, PBG or EBG materials are another type of meta-materials that prohibit the
propagation of incident waves across a range of frequency band. The periodicity of the array
in these materials is in the range of a halfwavelength. They have found intense applications
in antennas towards the enhancement of the gain, the suppressions of the surface waves as
high impedance ground surface or AMC, the creation of band stop response in microwave
filters and in electromagnetic shielding applications [65], [66].
Recent contributions on the application ofthese materials in antennas and microwave have
been described in [6]. FSS are a kind of planar periodic arrays of metallic patches or
perforated conductors with a particular pattern with their impact on either one or both of
amplitude and phase of the incident waves. They have found considerable applications in
antennas, filters, polarizers, radomes, and electromagnetic shielding [68], [69].
The subject of interest in this thesis is the development of the reconfigurable antenna
that depends on EBG and FSS structures and its ability to change and modify its nature.
Thus, it is necessary to analyze the behavior of the se structures and to study the effects of
their parameters in order to obtain the best performances.
3.2.1. Analysis ofperiodic structures
In recent years, the periodic structures known as Meta materials have found great interest
in the field of telecommunications because of its interesting spectral properties which make
it possible to create radiofrequency deviees and to improve the characteristics of the
antennas. They make it possible to create materials with double permittivity and
permeability [63].
3.2.1.1. Structure Electromagnetic Band Gap
Electromagnetic with bandgap are structures imported from applied optical physics.
Photonic crystals are meta-materials periodic structures that alter the propagation of
electromagnetic energy and give rise to forbidden propagation bands resulting in a nonlinear phenomenon between group velocity and phase velocity. Regardless of the nature of
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tire wa~re. "'-ave prop~gation in a periodk medium h~ been ·sfudied for severa! ytars [70] [71).
The interesting phenomenon in a·periodic structure is the f1Itering oîwaves,.which all:owed,
in th~ fié)d Of Optics, th Çj~ation ofth:è Br~~gg mitwr Whiçh aims tô cQj11l'ol the prôpqgation
of light. We also find photonic crystals that are opbcal m.a tèrials that have found a lot of
interest thanks to their crystallized structures that control the propagation of light [72].
These structures are characte:rized by their f'orbidden bands th at block the pt'opagation of
light, bence the. name Band Gap Materials. Among the first works developing PBG
structures, i:t is possibJeto quote th ose of Y ablonovit.ch; he proposed' a mater.iaf capable of
optimizing spO'ntaneous l:mission by imagining a tbree-ditnensional structure illustrated by
Ftguœ 3. j .

Figure 3.1 Yablonovitch. structure. [72]
More advanced structuré~> haye sin ce emerg.e d, such as thé J>ô-çalled w oodpilé structure [71]
as shown in Figure. 3.2.

Figure 3.,2 Woaç!.pt/ê strUèture [71J
In 'the microwave field, light is no longer the propagating wave~ and we are no longer ta! king
about PBG structures but electromagnetic Band-Prohibited structures.
In 1919, Yablonovitêh began tg use periodîc structurés in the microWavê ban:d and in thè
same year:, Marconi and Ft<Ulklin did the fir.st work whic.h deals with antenttas by periodic
structures to itnprove WÎt'e}e:s s telegraphs [73].
Th~ EBG Struçtilrês are prf;sentë'd as SUQSêts

Qf m~ta-mat~ria:ls that have been

of.gr~at

intet'est to resem-chers in the. m icrowave field and especially the antenna, [74] - [75.].
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These artificial periodic structures also allow the creation of the so-called frequency
Selective Surface Surfaces (FSS) which are a subgroup ofthe EBG structures.
Theoretical notions

3.2.1.2.

Periodic structures are characterized by the repetition of a unit cell. The periodic surfaces
are analyzed by applying the Bloch-Floquet's theorem on the unit cell.
According to this theorem, the field in an infinite periodic medium is linked to the other
fields by a factor é'Y· where y is the propagation constant. We will provide sorne of the
theoretical principles for the study of bandgap structures. These principles are not
exhaustive, but they are often sufficient to address the recurrent characteristic of EBG
structures and their periodicity.
The propagation in this kind of structures is considered parallel to the axis of periodicity;
therefore, one of the most appropriate me ans for their study is Floquet's theorem.
3.2.1.2.1.

Floquet's-Bloch's modes

z

Figure 3.3: One-dimensional periodic structure [75]

Floquet's theorem supposes that the solution of the propagation equation, whose
coefficients are periodic functions, must itself be periodic; solutions linearly independent
of this differentiai equation are periodic. Consider the propagation in the medium described
in Figure 3.3; suppose that the wave propagates along the z axis. The simplified wave
equation in such a medium is written:
2

d E(z)
dz 2

+ E(z)k 2 E(z)

=

(3.1)

Ü

the permittivity ~ being periodic along the z axis,

E(z + d) = E(z)

(3.2)

d being the period. Floquet's theorem allows us to write
E(z) = F(zY±yz.

where y

=

(3.3)

a + j.fJ is the propagation constant ofthe system. The attenuation. F(z) being a

periodic function will not consider, the development of the Fourier series leads to the
following:
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E(z) = Fnej ( ±{J

+ dZnrr

z

)

(3.4)

The elements of this series are called Floquet's modes or spatial harmonies [76].
The group speed remains constant for ali modes, since the frequency and the spatial period
are completely independent and it is given by:
Vg =

aw

(3.5)

a (fJ + Z~rr)

On the other hand, the phase velocity is different from one mode to another and it is written
as:
ù.J

Vp =

({J

+ Z~rr)

(3.6)

The dispersion diagram illustrates the propagation of constant

~

of the modes in the

direction ofperiodicity as afunction offrequency for a periodic one-dimensional structure.
For the case with two or three dimensions, the diagram becomes complicated and requires
introducing a new diagram called "Brillouin diagram" which makes it possible to identify
zones.
3.2.1.2.2.

Dispersion diagram (Brillouin diagram)

This is a graphical tool illustrating the propagation of surface waves to show the "Band
Gap" feature of the surface as a meta-material for which frequency bands will be identified.
has a wave propagation. In this case, the surface is considered as a 1D period structure
whose period P is obtained along the y axis. The surface waves are presented by Floquet's
spatial or harmonies whose total surface electric field is written as follows [77]:
E(x,y,zr L;:'~:._ 00 Ane:ikyn·Y e:ikzn·=e-i2rrfl (3. 7)

where Anis the complex amplitude of the nth harmonie, kzn ~
transverse wave number and Kyn ~fln- ja ~{JO

,j Ko 2 + Kyn 2 , is the

+ Zn:n,
is the complex number of the
p

wave propagating on the surface, a is an attenuation coefficient which makes it possible to
control the leve! of the side lobes and the opening of the main lobe at -3 dB

and~

is the

propagation phase of the waves which allow to control the electronic scanning [78].
v' Region 1 (Band pass ), ali harmonies are evanescent waves and he avy waves that

propagate on the surface in the following condition:

{Jyn > ko

(3. 8)

Kyn ~- ja

(3.9)
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Figure 3.4 Surface wave dispersion pattem ofmetal strips. [78]
../ Region 2 (Band Stop) is the same as Region 1 except that the kyn propagation constant
is complex.
../ Region 3 (Radiant): In this zone, one or more harmonies of Floquet's radiate and fast
surface waves propagate in the following condition:

Po>ko

(3.10)

And the propagation constant in the direction y is:
Kyn ~pyn

(3.11)

In the case of a 2D Fabry Perot cavity and an excitation of the surface by a normal plane
wave, the angle of incidence is zero and normal to the surface, the maximum of radiated
power is found when the following condition is satisfied a=

p.
(3.12)

The opening of the main lobe can be estimated by the following relation:
(3.13)

From the formula connecting the normalized attenuation coefficient to the main bearn width
at -3 dB, the far field in each Azimuth plane, PlanE, and the Plan H elevation plane, can be
estimated as follows [ 79]:
../ H-Plan

(3.14)
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../ E-Plan
-

E;

. ( )

= - SUl

rp

2ja

(3.15)

2

- 2

sin (8 ) 2 + j a

The reduction of the attenuation coefficient makes it possible to produce very directional
lobes in both planes, which increases the directivity. The following relation connecting the
directivity with the attenuation coefficient is then obtained:
:r2

D = 10log10 (., ''?)

(3.16)

-v "- a

The attenuation coefficient a controls the aperture at -3 dB of the main lobe of the radiation
pattern. A structure as seen in Figure 3.3 being unidimensional, its resolution is lirrùted by
considering a wave vector within a range oflength n 1 d. The trnncation in two of the period
cornes from the syrrunetry of the solution with respect to the origin. This interval of study
is called Brillollin zone; it reports on the relationship between the wave vector and the
frequency. In a two-dimensional structure or more, the Brillouin zones are extracted by
considering the reciprocal space of the crystal [79].
Let the crystalline structure of Figure 3. 4. This space Gis described by a base D formed by
the pair ofvectors (dl, d2). This base is called direct base. A reciprocal Gr space of base B
can be constructed as:
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Figure 3.5: Two-dimensional crystalline structure. [78]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Centered cubic cell. (b) Wigner-Zeitez cell
It is possible to write in vector form the spectral transformation given by the equation 2.2.

Tlùs interpretation is searnlessly exported to a lùgher dimensional space, such as threedimensional, as shown in Figure 3.5. It makes it possible to describe the basic cell of a
three-dimensional centered cubic crystal and its reciprocal space called Wigner-Zeitz cell.
The transposition of the problem into a reciprocal space makes it possible to trace the scatter
plot in this space. Tlùs transposition is a transformation in the spatial domain of the wave
propagating in the structure. For each operating frequency corresponds a value of the wave
vector according to the propagation direction considered.
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The correspondence between the working frequency and the phase constant is translated by
the dispersion equation, as weil as the correspondence between the group velocity and the
phase velocity. Figure 3.6 illustrates scatter plots for structures ranging from treedimensional dimension. It should be noted that often the frequency is presented on the yaxis. The periodicity of the structure makes that the evolution of the curve of the frequency
is restricted to an elementary interval. Figure 3.6 (a) shows that this interval, for a linear
structure, is [0, n 1 a], where ais the linear period of the structure; the syrnrnetry justifies a
period 2n 1 a. This interval is called first Brillouin zone. In a more elaborate structure, the
two-dimensional periodicity of the Figure 3.6 (b) could be a simple example, the Brillouin
areas are the paths elementary elements traveled in ali directions in a reciprocal space.
2
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Figure 3.6: Dispersion diagrams [78]
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3 2 1.2.3.

F:abty-J?erotresooatOJ~
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A wave is trapped between two identical surfaces, having a reflection coefficient R and
distant by a length e. The wave is reflected on one of the surfaces with an angle of incidence

e relative to the normal.
It is possible to write the following:
t

T = 1-

re-jJ::D~osce> •

(3.18)

For a multilayer EBG structure, it is possible to achieve a similar relationship by recurrence,
replacing each group oflayers by their respective coefficients.
3.2.2. Electromagnetic Band Gap structures
EBG structures have particular electromagnetic characteristics acting as an electric or
magnetic wall, radiating structure or decoupling deviee. At frrst, the EBG structures were
used as a Fabry Perrot resonator. A monopoly was placed in the middle of an EBG structure
consisting of about ten layers of parallel wire conductors (see Figure 3. 9). This resulted in
a directivity approaching 30 dB.

r----1

Ü

Network
Analyzer

..

..

·'

110

110

Figure 3.9: EBG antenna ofTemelkuran. [78]
In another configuration, a patch antenna has been covered by a structure EBG. The EBG
structure has been designed in such a way that the operating frequency is in bandgap; a
defect has been introduced into the EBG structure to generate an allowed propagation region
coinciding with the operation frequency. This structure thus obtained makes it possible to
achieve a gain of23dBi.
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Dt~trod

Figure 3.10. EBG antenna withfault. [78]
EBG structures have also been used as a focusing lens for radiation from a wealdy directive
source in order to aclùeve gain levels interesting (see Figure 3.11) [Ikonen Tretyakov].

d

8

b

Figure 3.11: EBG LensAntenna [78]
Finally, it is essential to recall the structures proposed by Boutayeb emulating aperture
antennas using cylindrical EBG structures with a defect reminiscent of a horn antenna. Tlùs
type of approach has the advantage of guaranteeing antennas with a wide frequency band,
in comparison with the EBG antennas mentioned above.
3.2.3. Frequency selective Surface structures
FSS surfaces are generally referred to an infinite 2D periodic structure and appeared with
Marconi and Franklin in 1919 for the design of a semi-reflective reflector [79]. These
surfaces are characterized by their filtering behavior with the EM incident waves. They
transmit or reflect waves in well-defined frequency bands. Tlùs spatial filtering feature
makes it possible to create many deviees that enhance the characteristics of the antenna
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[80]. Often they are periodic structures ilhuninated by a wave parallel to their normal and
could act as a low-pass, high-pass, band-pass or band-reject filter. This characteristic opens
a wide variety of applications for each FSS design. During the 1960s, they found much
interest in military field. One of the important applications in military is the stealth
technology that reduces the object detection by the enemy. FSSs are used for this application
because it reduces the radar cross section in communication systems when covering an
object. FSSs have been implemented on aircrafts and warfare ships and other military
weapons [80].
FSSs are used to absorb the radiant energy as a fimction of the frequency or change of
the polarization of the wave. The unit cell of the surface is designed considering the
direction of the electric field of a plane wave that can be either Transverse Electric (TE) or
Transverse Magnetic (TM) [81]. FSS structures also allow creating high impedance
surfaces characterized by magnetic walls that do not exist in nature. Arnong the most
common FSS structures is the comb structure[Stutzman]. Sievenpiper et al. proposed a more
compact approach leading from the plane of mass by converting it into HIS surface as
showninFigure 3.12.
TTTTTTT

(a)

-<<À.

(b)

Figure 3.12. High Impedance Surface: (a) Mushroom cel/, (b) Comb teeth. [81]

Waves that propagate on an HIS surface will be reduced compared to a conventional ground
plane. This feature allows the creation of Perfect Magnetic Conductors which is
characterized by a zero phase of its coefficient of reflection in a well-defined frequency
band and reduce the size of the antennas, Figure 1.8, widen the ir bandwidth, increase their
directivity and finally decrease their coupling [82-83].
Another application of FSS structures concerns magnetic walls. A magnetic wall does not
exist in nature; however, it was possible to synthesize sorne prototypes using composite
surfaces. This kind of entity have a high impedance and an angle of reflection between -
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270° and -90°. Several studies have been conducted for the synthesis of i\MC (Artificial
Magnetic Conductor) [Yang, F eresidis, Rahman]. Figure 3.13 shows an example of a wall
artificial magnetic and its frequency response [Zhang].
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Figure 3.13 Artificiallvfagnetic Wall. [82]

3.2.3.1.

Passive periodic structures

This section deals with the study of passive FSS structures. The goal is to present
two passive and geometrically close FSS structures with dual electromagnetic responses at
particular frequency bands. The first structure is an arrangement of continuous parallel
metal strips. The width of the bands, their spacing, their number and their length are all
parameters which have an effect on the electromagnetic behavior of these bands. The
second structure examined is a parallel arrangement of discontinuous bands; two parameters
are added to the previous case of continuous bands, nam ely the size of the discontinuity and
its repetition pitch. Beyond the geometrie complementarity existing between the two
structures with continuous and discontinuous bands, there is a correlation between their
electromagnetic responses.
Consider the transmission coefficient defined as the ratio between the magnitude of the
transmitted wave through the FSS structure and the magnitude incident wave. It appears
that the continuous band structure is opaque at low frequencies. As the frequency increases,
the continuous band structure becomes invisible and the transmission coefficient changes
to unity. On the other hand, the discontinuous strip structure displays a relatively opposite
behavior. In fact, the discontinuous bands allow the propagation of the electromagnetic
waves passing through them at low frequencies. They then tend to black them and become
opaque around a resonant frequency.
3.2.3.1.1.

Continuous band FSS structures

The structure described in F igure 3.14; A layer of metal strips periodically arranged
parallels are illuminated by a plane electromagnetic wave TM, the electric field polarized
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parallel to the metal bands [Tretyakov, Analytical Modeling]. An elementary cell is
periodically reproduced at infinity. In this configuration ofinfinitely long continuous bands,
two parameters are analyzed namely the horizontal repetition period and the width of the
bands.

i
1
1

i•
:

'· . !

Figure 3.14 Periodic continuaus strip structures [83]
The FSS structure considered as described above, is an arrangement of metal strips
infinitely long and spaced periodically. The period of the structure defines a frequency band
where only one mode appears. Indeed, the structure begins to be opaque to incident
electromagnetic radiation, the conditions around metal bands disturbing the propagation at
these low frequencies; when the frequency increases, the structure becomes more
permissive and its invisibility more effective. However, this invisibility is not perennial, it
is interrupted by a sudden rupture ofits evolution by a resonance inherent in the inter-band
distance; this distance corresponding to the half-length of the frequency of cutoff as shown
in equation 3.19.

1- =2. d
x

c
_e~
2

(3.19)

The band width of acts in a subtler way on the response of the FSS structures. It has the
effect of controlling the progression slope of the structure from its opaque state to its
translucent state. This parameter makes it possible to regulate a frequency band where the
structure maintains a uniform behavior.
• Electrical mode/

The incident wave illuminating the structure is of TM polarization, the electric field is thus
parallel to the conductive strips. These bands being relatively narrow, this electric field
makes it possible to generate an induced current. The associated magnetic field is parallel
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to the plane of the surface and perpendiclliar to the discontinuous bands, the electrical model
of the structure can thus be reduced to a parallel arrangement of electric coils (see Figure
3.15).

.
l

.J

Figure 3.15 Elec tric al Mode/ ofa Continuous Band Structure. [83]
In such a model, the coils are likened to a short circuit in low frequency, the FSS surface
is similar to an electrical wall blocking the propagation and forcing the electric field to
cancel itself on contact. At high frequencies, the coils are open circuits transparent to the
electric field. This model effectively translates the response of the continuous band
structures described previously.
3.2.3.1.2.

Discontinuons bands FSS Structure

Now consider the structure described in Figure 3.16. Geometrically, this structure is
close to the previous structure with continuous bands. Discontinuities are periodically
inserted on each of the metal strips.
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Figure 3.16.· Periodic structure with discontinuous bands. [83]

The discontinuous band FSS structure has a different electromagnetic response
compared to the continuous band. The structure is not opaque at low frequencies but rather
invisible to illumination by transverse electromagnetic waves, the discontinuities
authorizing the existence of an electric field on the plane of the structure. As the frequency
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increases, the structure tends to block the spread. Tlùs mutation reaches its culminating
point at a resonant frequency defined by the length of the discontinuons band. At resonance,
all the incident energy is reflected.
fdi:e =2.

c

~
d)" _ e 2

(3.20)

The equation 3.2 teaches us that tlùs period is not the only one responsible for tlùs
regnlation of the resonant frequency; the longitudinal distance between two successive
discontinuons bands acts on tlùs resonance frequency. Indeed, the length of the
discontinuons bands being equal to the longitudinal period decreased by the difference
between two successive bands, tlùs length corresponds directly to the resonance frequency
of the discontinuons bands. Thus, the more the bands are moving away and the distance e
is growing, the shorter the bands, and the lùgher the resonant frequency.
• Electrical mode/

Figure 3.17 Electrical mode/ ofa discontinuous strip structure. [83]
In the same way as for continuous band structures, the conductors of the discontinuons
band FSS structure can be likened to coils. However, the periodic discontinuity reveals a
capacitive effect between two successive bands as shown in Figure 3.17. Such a circuit has
rejection filter properties blocking propagation at the resonance frequency generated by the
juxtaposition of a coil and capacitance.
3.2.3.2.

Active FSS Structures

Geometrie complementarity between continuons band structures and discontinuons as
well as the dnality of their electromagnetic responses allow to consider a control on the
propagation of electromagnetic waves.
Consider the structure described in Figure 3.18. Inserting an active element capable of
switclùng between two continuous and discontinuons electrical states in discontinuons
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bands, in tlùs case a diode in our case, ensures the switclùng between the two dual states
and it will thus be possible to transforrn the structure between a configuration emulating an
electric wall and another authorizing the spread.
Plan image

Y,L

1
1

x
Plan image

Figure 3.18Active FSS Structure. [83]

•

Electrical mode/ ofthe diode

The diode is an electrical deviee that ideally switches between two states complementary
to an open circuit and a short circuit. However, any electrical element has spurious effects.
These effects can inductive, because of the length of the conductor, or capacitive, because
of the coupling between the conductors, or ohmic, due to the thermal effect of the current
flowing through the conductor, or due to the contacts. The diodes also exhibit undesirable
phenomena in both passing and blocking mode; their occurrence leads to the consideration
of electric models in both modes.
On

R

~ RYŒî =~

(a)

(b)

(a): passing mode; (b): blocking mode
Figure 3.19 Equivalent electrical mode/ ofthe diode. [83]
In the On state, ouly a weak resistance is present. It cornes mainly from ohmic contacts;
it remains globally around a few ohms. In off state, a capacitive effect appears; tlùs effect
results from the coupling effects between the connectors and the oxide layer. A current also
exists and tlùs effect is modeled by a resistance Ru of a few tens ofkilos ohms. These values,
however, depend on several parameters such as working temperature, operating frequency,
the value of the bias current and the dynamic current, and so on.
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The insertion of a diode in blocking mode would lead to a frequency shift in the
electromagnetic response of discontinuons FSS structures. The high resistivity of the diode
in off state introduces a Joss in the response of the structure without affecting its frequency
rate; this Joss is naturally of a thermal nature. The capacitive nature of the diodes as for it
acts on the frequency response interval of the structure; the response of the structure is
shifted to low frequencies. Indeed, it is commonly accepted that one of the techniques for
reducing the dimensions of an antenna is to include a Joad of capacitive nature at its end or
inductive at its input; thus, the discontinuons bands being charged with the capacitive
charges have their resonant frequency decrease, and because of this, the whole
electromagnetic response of the discontinuons EBG structures is transposed towards the
low frequencies.
Ali the se parameters being analyzed; it willlater use the se results for the design of agile
antennas based on EBG structures. Severa! configurations will be explored to meet
varions requirements such as cost, size, operating band, and performance in gain and
agility. These different paths of study will be the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DESIGN AND FABRICATION PROCESS OF THE ASBRA
4.1.

Project Methodology

This chapter presents the project methodology, the steps of overall designing, simulation,
fabrication and measurement of the Adaptive Switched Bearn Reconfigurable Antenna
(ASBRA) which theory has been discussed in Chapter 2 and chapter 3. The ASBRA is
designed from the development of single di pole antenna by numerical method and verified
by simulation using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software; for comparison and
validation of the optimized results, Ansoft HFSS software. Then, the parametric study on
varying the parameters of antenna is also discussed in this chapter.
The methodology of this project is started by understanding of the reconfigurable
antenna, the RF switches and the effect of combination between RF switch and the antenna.
The revision on biasing circuit, PIN diode and its equivalent circuit are deeply studied in
order to reveal its effect on the antenna's performance. Then, the ASBRA is designed and
simulated to study the antenna's performance in terms of return Joss, current distribution,
gain and radiation pattern. When the simulation process shows a good result, the antenna is
fabricated using wet etching technique.
The antenna is fabricated on Flame Retardant 4 (FR4) larninate board with dielectric
constant (sr) of 4.5 and Joss tangent (tano) of0.019. Other equipment such as a UV unit,
transparency, etching chemical and ferric chloride acid were used during the fabrication
process. Then, the drilling process is continued by drilling the hole at transmission line to
conne ct the biasing network at the back of the antenna. A copper via is placed through each
hole and punched to ensure that the copper via is stable. After that, the PIN diodes were
embedded into the antenna using soldering tools. After soldering the components together,
the multimeter was used to check the connectivity of the components and the antenna. After
ali fabrication process is done, the measurement process is continued to get results such as
return Joss, received gain and radiation pattern. Finally, both simulated and measured results
is compared and analyzed for documentation.
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Figure 4.1. F low chart of overall process of the ASBR4
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4.2.

Cylindrical Frequency Selective Surface Screens

In the perspective of achieving agility of the radiation pattern in the azimuth plane, it is
intuitive to consider a structure with axial symmetry. The cylindrical reflector is a
geometrical shape admitting an axis of revolution and a uniformity along this axis as
proposed infigure 4.2.

Reflecteur

Transparent

Figure 4. 2. Geometry of the proposed active reconfigurable cylindrical FSS antenna [45]

In this configuration, the controllable partially reflective/transparent surface is illuminated
by a simple dipole radiator placed at the center of the cylinder. To realize a directional
bearn, a part of this cylinder is a reflector, while the other partis transparent for the waves
emanated from the di pole and the ones reflected from the other opaque part. By constructive
interactions between these waves, a directive radiation-pattern is obtained in front of the
reflector. Therefore, the directive bearn is turned into a high gain directional pattern. For
sweeping the direction of the radiation, the transparent part of the reflector is moved around
the cylinder by sequentially activating/deactivating the relevant unit cell elements on the
FSS surface. By this technique, the pattern can be easily swept in the azimuth with a certain
step dictated by the number of the active elements on the circumference of the cylinder.
Alternatively, when the entire cylinder surface is transparent for the dipole radiator, the
overall antenna radiation is expected to be only the one of the dipole resonator.
4.2.1.

Design of cylindrical reflector.

The radiation of the antenna is based on the reflector principles; the overall antenna
dimensions are calculated, then the perfect electric conductor is replaced with
reconfigurable partially reflective surfaces. In the radiation geometry, the reflector 1s
illuminated by a dipole antenna at the center of the cylinder as shown in figure 4.3.
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The initial radius and length of the circular reflector are mathematically calculated based
on the design guidelines of a corner-reflector antenna with an apex angle of 90° [84].
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Figure. 4.3 Geometry of a corner reflector into a semi-cylindrical reflector antenna. [84]

According to the optical ray tracing theory [84], a source placed at R distance from its
reflector generates a low side/back-lobe level directional bearn and the open aperture is
large enough to capture the most electromagnetic waves emanated from the source. In fact,
depending on the distance of the dipole to the reflector, the reflected waves from the side
sheets of the corner reflector can be in phase. Moreover, this distance substantially dictates
the existence of the secondary lobes of the radiation pattern and also the radiation resistance
ofthe corner-reflector antenna.
An approximate value of the radius R can be calculated by considering the required
constructive phase relation of the interfered electric fields. It means that the interactions
between the waves reflected from the cylinder and the orres emanated directly from the
dipole must be in-phase to achieve a directive radiation-pattern in front of the reflector. To
determine this relation, the scattering mechanism in Figure. 4.3 is considered. It is supposed
that an infinite!y long cylinder is excited by an infinite thin dipole at its center. Because of
geometrical symmetry around the axes of cylinder, almost entire inner surface of the
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cylinder is illurninated with co-phased electric fields. To achieve a directive radiation
pattern, the pass phase of reflected fields should be in-phase with the fields emanated from
the dipole.
LJfjJ =qx; -rpR= 2k7r, k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

(4.1)

where:
(/JR =

2R x (27r/À) and qx; = -7f.

(4.2)

This equation can be simplified to
R =kM +rp G N 47f.

(4.3)

The rrùnimum value of R=0.25À. is achieved for this ideal case. In reality, since R is
comparable with wavelength, the reflector is in the near field of the dipole antenna. In fact,
the cylinder is illuminated while neither the amplitude of incident waves is uniform, nor
they are in-phase. Therefore, the contribution of cylindrical reflector is not exactly -180°.
Then, a distance ofusually larger than R=0.251 is required to fulfill the in-phase condition
of interfered electric fields. This relation is in agreement with the required antenna to
distance of [0.21-0. 81] for a corner reflector at its first dipole position [84].
4.2.2. Source of radiation design
The agility of our antenna is on the azimuth plane of our diagram of radiation. It is
therefore natural that the radiation of the basic source should be omnidirectional in the
azimuth plane. Thus, we will focus on broadband omnidirectional source of radiation that
can be adapted to our structure. The wired dipole is an excellence candidate because of its
simplicity and ease of manufacture to produce a uniform radiation pattern in the azimuth
plane. The length of the two arms of the dipole is of the order of a quarter wave. At
resonance, the impedance of the dipole is equal to theoretically 73 + j42.5.0. [Stutzman].
A dipole with length 76 mm and radius 1.5 mm has been designed. The ratio between
the radius of the dipole and its length is 2%. Such a dipole makes it possible to reach a
bandwidth of 100% (2.3 GHz to 2.7 GHz) at -10 dB as showninfigure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4(a) Frequency response ofthe dipole
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4.2.3. FSS urùt cell design
It is worthwlùle pointing out that the transrrùssion and reflection coefficients of the urùt

cell design are obtained on the basis of Floquet's theo:ry for an infinite planar periodic
structure, so that the cUIVed cylindrical FSS may change the electromagnetic response. The
factors impacting the performance include the structure of the cell urùt, the radius of the
curvature and the incident angle ofthe electromagnetic wave [85].
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To design a reconfigurable pattern antenna using an FSS structure, the unit cell must
have reconfigurable transmission and reflection coefficients.
However, the FSS unit cell proposed in [86-89], in the ON state, the basic unit cell is
not fully transparent for the EM waves, which results in a considerable deterioration of the
radiation pattern's performance.
Therefore, to improve the transparency level of the unit cell, a new FS S design is
proposed with interesting properties in terms of controlling the radiation pattern of the
proposed antenna. The proposed unit cell, presented in Figure 4. 5 is composed of metallic
and symmetric lozenges shape with discontinuous strip and a gap in its discontinuity. The
EM plane waves propagate in the normal Z direction with the E-field parallel to the strip Y
direction. In the OFF state, a reconfigurable stop band is noticed around 2.45 GHz.

z a x is

L = 154, Gd = 1.5, l =76, Gd= 1.9, w =50, R =96.5, E =0.12 7 (All dimensions in mm)
Figure 4.5. Fss Unit cell oftheASBRA.

On the basis ofthe principles ofthe reflector antennas studied in chapter 3, the dimensions
of the proposed antenna can be properly determined. Therefore, the length of the cylindrical
FSS should be larger than the wavelength, and the required number of the FSS in each
column will be defined according to the height of the unit cell. The total number of the unit
cells along the cylinder circumference depends on the width of the unit cell and radius of
the cylinder as follows:
N

=

2n:R/W.

(4.4)

N is the number of columns, W is the width of the FSS unit cell, and Ris the radius of the
cylinder
4.2.4. PIN diode integration
The PIN diode equivalent circuit is an important part in simulation of reconfigurable
antenna to support better results in measurement process done by using real PIN diode.
Two types of PIN diode representation are simulated and discussed which are:
i. PIN Diode Representation using Lumped Element
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n.
4.2.4.1.

PIN Diode Representation Using PEC Pad

PIN Diode Representation using Lurnped Element

In Figure 4.8, the design and simulation setting of the ASBRA antenna incorporated
with hunped element data in CST simulation software. The PIN diode equivalent circuit
is based on Micro semi technology [90] that was discussed in Chapter two. The equivalent
circuit of PIN diode for forward bias consists of a series combination of the series
resistance (RS) and an inductance (LS). In CST simulation software, there are two types
of circuit which are RLC-Serial and RLC Parallel as shown in Figure 4.6. The values of
lumped elements in ON and OFF modes are shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.6 (a) ASBRA representation using lumped element in CST
RLC-Seri al:

RLC-Parallel:

Resistor

1nd uctor

(R)

(L)

pt1~~pt2

Resistor
(R)

pt 2

pt 1

Capacitor

Ca pacitor
(C)
(a)

(C)
1nd ucto r

(L)
b

Figure 4.6 (b) Pin diode electrical mode/ (a)RLC-Serial (b) RLC-Parallel.
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Figure. 4.6 (c). lumped element circuits that are developed in CST software

Pin Diodes States
ON
OFF

Resistor (R)
3Q
20kQ

Jnductor (L)
2.6e-13 H
OH

Capac itor (C)
OF
40jF

Table 4.1 The value oflumped elements as a PIN diode
4.2.4.2.

PIN diode representation using PEC pad

The other type of PIN diode representation in simulation process is using a PEC pad. It
is represented as an open or short of the transmission line as shown in Figure 4. 7. The
OFF state is represented by the hnm x 3nun metal stripe and the absence of the metal strip
represents the ON state. This type is easier than the lumped element circuit because the
simulation is faster and more accurate. This principle of operation has also been used by
other researchers as reported in [91-93].

Figure 4. 7: ASBR4 representation in CST using PEC pad.
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4.3.

Parametric study of the ASBRA

The desired functionality of the ASBRA is the product of severa! parameters such as
cavity size, di pole size, lumped elements specifications, type of substrate, band gap size
the number ofFSS elements ... that mainly affects the reflectivity of the FSS structure.
We firstly considered the default parameters such as:
1.

The dipole is considered in the range of:
a. distance to the reflector is chosen in the range of0.2À < R < 0.8À.
b. the length of0.5

~L ~

0.6 À

c. the radius of 3mm to guarantee a 10% bandwidth for the dipole.
11.

The FSS Unit cell is chosen in the range of
a. the length of0.5À < l <O. ?À
b. the Width of0.2À < w < 0.4À
c. the periodicity of30c.
d. the distance between colunms of0.08À < w < O.lÀ
e. the copper material of the thickness of0.017 mm

111.

The gap for the diode' s insertion is chosen between 0. 0 1À < Gp < 0. 03 À

1v.

The reflector size is chosen by:
a.

the height of0.5À <H < 2À;

b. the width of3À < W < 5À;
c. the thickness of0.127 mm< T < 0.254 mm;( real substrate size available)
d. the material chosen is FR-4 with dielectric constant,
0.019 and Rogers R03003 with dielectric constant,
v.

Sr~

Sr~

4.7, Joss tangent

3, Joss tangent 0.001.

The Pin diode is chosen with the specifications of the lumped elements of:
a. Mode! GMP4201(RF2.3Q,

Rp~JOkQ, Cp~JSOpF)

b. Mode! MA4AGBLP912 (RF4D,

Rp~20kQ, Cp~0.025pF)

We start our design with a structure whose FSS elements are discontinuons and the dipole
placed in the surrounding of FSS structure has a radius of 3 mm, a height of 60 mm, and
a gap of 2 mm between its arms, with the best radiation characteristics in the desired
frequency around 2.45 GHz. The ASBRA has twelve columns each subtending an angle
of 30' at the circle center. Each vertical colunm contains a unit ce li. Consequent! y, twelve
pin diodes are required. The unit ce lis are placed cylindrically around the di pole with an
angular periodicity of 30' and radius of 90 mm (3PJ4) on a substrate R03003 with a
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thickness of 0.127 mm. To reconfigure the antenna bearn from an omnidirectional dipole
into a directional one, the diodes on the FSS columns will switch in the ON and OFF states.
This diode is modeled as lumped elements in Table 4.1 (Mode! GMP4201).
The final design values are determined by a compromise between the acceptable size, gain,
and bandwidth of the antenna.
4.3.1. Effect of the radius of the Cylindrical Reflector
To study the effect of the radius on the radiation patterns and directivity of the antenna, the
angular periodicity varied. The same transversal period means the transmission and
reflection coefficients of the FSS structure are the same. To keep the transversal period
fixed when the radius of the cylindrical structure changes, the

~Fssmust

be modified

The transversal periodicity is defined by:
dx~

R.

~Fss (rad)~

R.

~Fss(deg).

2TI

180

(4.5)

W e demonstrate this in the following four cases:
•

R~

48.25,

~FSS=

40c,

dx~

101.05 mm,

NFss~6

•

R~

72.37,

~FSS=

40c,

dx~

101.05 mm,

NFss~9

•

R~

96.5,

•

R~

120.06,

~FSS=

30c,

~FSS=

d~

30c,

101.05 mm,

d~

NFss~12

101.05 mm,

NFss~15

In other case transversal periodicity of the FS S structure is changed. In both cases, the
radiation patterns are compared. We will begin by considering severa! pararneters namely
reflection coefficient, the directivity, the leve! ofback lobe, and the beams of the radiation
pattern in the planes of elevation and azimuth at 2.4 GHz. The structure is recalling a
configuration similar to a cavity; it is particularly sensitive to the radius of the cylinder as
shown inFigure.4.8. Nevertheless, due to the symmetry of the proposed ABSRA system,
a small discrepancy of the electromagnetic performance between the infinite planar FSS
and cylindrical FSS can be expected as long as their tangential dimensions are the same
[94]. Since the parameter Ris the major factor that determines the overall dimension of
the cylinder and mainly influences the radiation performance of the antenna, it is necessary
to firstly optimize the horizontal tangential periodicity which de fines by Eq. (4. 4). For
simplification, the pararnetric studies were developed by using an equivalent metallic
reflector in the columns switched to reflecting state. It is clearly observed in figure 4.8 (a)
that the structure is highly reflective for such FSS transverse and describes the evolution
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ofthe resonant frequency in function of the radius. T11is frequency evolves in opposition
to the ray. For a 100mm radius, the first resonance occurs around 1.9 GHz, at 90 mm it is
2.3 GHz, 1.7 GHz at 115 mm and 2.45 GHz at 96.5 mm.
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Figure 4.8(a). Effect of the radius R on the resonance frequency of the cavity.
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Figure 4.8 (b) and Figure 4.8 (c) illustrate the H-plane andE- plane of the radiation pattern
for different R. The lowest side/back-lobes are found at R=96.5 mm. In addition, the
resonant frequency increases dramatically with the decrease of R, and is degraded at the
desired band. The larger Ris the better S11, but the lower the directivity. Therefore, as long
as it is acceptable level of Su is achieved for a small value of NFss, matching will be
acceptable at larger LFss.
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Considering all radiation characteristics seen in the above results, the optimal value of our
applications is the radius of the cylindrical reflector being equal to 96.5mm.
4.3.2. Effect of the number ofFSS unit cell elements
Here, the transversal period (dx) which refers to the equation 4.5 changes when the radius
Ris fixed. We demonstrate this in the following three cases:
• R= 96.5,

~Fss~

40o, dx= 134.7 mm, NFss =9

• R= 96.5,

~Fss~

30o, dx= 101 mm, NFss =12

• R= 96.5,

~Fss~

24o, dx= 80.8 mm, NFss = 15

It was attempted to keep the radius of the structure the same as the previous case, but since
the (number of columns of strips) must be an integer, the value of R cannot be exactly the
same as the previous case. Being fixed a radius ofthe structure and the dimensions of the
dipole, the number of elements FSS retained will act on the nature of the periodic surface
and more specifically on its reflection coefficient. Thus, the cavity will react differently
depending on the number of continuo us elements considered. Figure 4. 9 describes the
effect ofthe number ofFSS elements on the behavior ofthe cavity. When the number of
elements is 12 elements, the FSS layer has two resonant frequencies are around 2.3 GHz
and 3.1 GHz which gives an excellent first harmonie lobe to be explored in our project.
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Figure4.9Effectofthe number ofFSS elements (NFss=6,9,12,15).
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4.3.3. Effect ofwidth ofFSS elements
Besides the radius, other dimensions of the unit cell WFss and LFss control the transmission
and reflection response of the planar FSS (as shown in Figure. 4.1 0), and hence also
influence the radiating characteristics of the ASBRA. It is essential to focus part of the
study on the importance sets combinations of WFss and LFss of the resonant frequency of
2.45 GHz structure. It is known that the resonant frequency of the band-pass FSS shifts as
the width of the unit celland periodicity changes. However, for a width of 37.5 mm the
structure has the resonance frequency disturbed in the 2.4 GHz band.
Therefore, the width of the cylinder can be calculated as:
W FSS~

2TI.R
--

12

(4.6)

where NFss is the number of unit celland WFssthe width of unit cell.
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Figure 4.10 Effect of the unit cell FSS width.

4.3.4. Effect ofthe band gap aperture
In the light of what has preceded, it is intuitive to think that the structure will not be
completely closed. The band gap spacing between two contiguous discontinuous strips has
the effect of aerating the discontinuous FSS surface making it more transparent. Figure
4.11 illustrates this phenomenon by showing the S 11 which are almost identical; note also
the slight collapse ofthe secondary lobes.
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Figure 4.11 Effect of the width of the gap.

The ultimate goal is to achieve a reconfigurability of the antenna radiation pattern by
creating a gap which will be truncated at times and will have a leakage region which has
the effect of raising the resonant frequency. For all practical purposes, it is important to
remember that this spacing corresponds, in practical, to the size of the active element
needed to switch between states passing and blocking.
4.3.5. Effect of Lumped elements
It has been demonstrated that a cylindrical FSS structure, combining continuous

elements and other discontinuous, has the potential to produce a directional bearn. The
reconfigurability of such a structure relies on the permutation between passing and
blocking states of FS S elements, in a desired direction, and via the use of an active element.
The diode is the deviee selected for this purpose. At high frequencies, however, its
behavior involves parasitic effects, the effects of which influence the behavior of FSS
surfaces. It was observed in figure 4.12 that the capacitive nature of the blocking mode
diodes was the feature having the most critical effect on the performance of the FSS
surfaces. As a result, the diode model MA4AGBLP912 is included in the spacing
separating the discontinuous bands. The resistance Rp selected is of the order of 30 k.Q; it
has been noticed that this magnitude has little effect on the response of discontinuous
element surfaces, if it is of the order of a few

k.Q.

The capacitance is varied and its effect

on the performances ofthe cylindrical structure are analyzed.
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Figure 4.12 Effect of the diode capacitance on the structure.
The initial effect shown in Figure 4.12 is a slight shift towards the low frequencies of
the resonance of the structure. The transparency bandwidth of discontinuous strip FSS
structures is reduced and shifted to low frequencies. The beams are still generated for a
capacitance of 180 fF, at 2. 4 GHz, with a background radiation level of around -12dB, as
indicated by the radiation patterns in Figure 4.13. The spectral performance of the antenna
degrades even more manifested at high frequencies, in the case of diodes with low
capacitive effect. By substituting diodes whose capacitance is ofthe order of 180 pF by
capacitance diodes ofthe order of0.025 pF, the rear radiation level decrease of 10 dB and
the directivity undergoes an inflation of 3 dB as shown in fig ure 4.14
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4.3.6. Effect ofthe opening angle
When a number of diodes on FSS elements are switched ON, the structure defines an
opening angle which depends on the ratio between the number of Pin diodes in the ON
states (n) and the total number of diodes (N) on elements FSS. This angle as shown in

Figure 4.15 controls the directivity response ofthe structure, depending on the frequency.

Diode OFF
Diode ON

Figure 4.15 Opening angle of the radiating structure.
The arc defining the opening angle is described by equation Eq.4. 1 below:

arc= p. (n

+ 1)

(4. 7)

The opening angle being the ratio between this arc and the circumference of the cylinder,
it follows as well as:

a = arc = n.p. 2rr (rad) = n.p. 360(deg)
Zrrd

N.p

N.p

(4. 6)
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Figure 4.16 describes the radiation diagrams, at 2.45 GHz, of cylindrical FSS structures
having different periodic steps (total number of elements) and different opening angles
(ratios of elements in the ON state 1total number of elements).
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Figure 4.16: Radiation diagrams in the azimuth plane at 2.45 GHz
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It is equally useful to observe the evolution of the directivity according to the frequency.

Figure 4.1 8 illustrates the spectral progression of the directivity for different angles of
opening and the Figure 4. 19 illustrates the S 11 of the opening angle. Therefore, one t hird
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open structure has interesting spectral stability, and an acceptable level of directivity. Of
more, the level of back radiation is clos ely related to the periodic pitch, as evidenced by
the curves in Figure 4.20. It is equally useful to note that this level also depends on the
opening angle; indeed, a structure with a wide opening is less prone to successive
reflections on its walls.
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(a): for a = 90°, (b): for a = 120°, (c): for a = 150°.
Figure 4.18: Directivity according to the opening angle
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The level of back radiation is closely related to the periodic pitch, as evidenced by the
curves in Figure 4.13. It is equally useful to note that this lev el also depends on the opening
angle; indeed, a structure with a wide opening is less prone to successive reflections on its
wall s.
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Figure 4.20: Radiation pattern according to the opening angle
An additional constraint is invited when choosing the opening angle. The section relating

to the frequency response of the structure has taught us that the cavity nature of the
cylindrical structure had the effect of limiting the useful bandwidth by the amplification
of the quality factor. On the other hand, an exaggerated opening angle has the effect of
defatting the quality factor and widening the bandwidth of the structure. A
multidimensional compromise is thus put in place, combining the cost of the structure and
the level of back radiation (not periodic corresponding to the total number of elements),
the desired gain (number of elements in ON states) and the frequency bandwidths of the
deviee, adaptation and directivity ( opening angle). To show the radiation pattern
reconfigurability of the antenna in the azimuth plane, the simulated H-plane radiation
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pattern for switching the bearn to is presented in Figure. 4. 21. The present radiation
patterns correspond to the diode-state configurations shown infigure 4.22.
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Figure 4.24 ASBRA radiation pattern in CST

As the fabricated prototype in the azimuth plane has cylindrical symmetry, it can be
concluded that the other cases will give the same perfonnance as the simulation. It is
important to note that the beam spacing in the proposed antenna is equal to

~Fss

=30' and

it is possible to obtain smaller beam size by optimizing the FSS design for a smaller
4.4.

~Fss.

Antenna Matching

When the states of diodes are changed from OFF to ON-state, the resonance of the
cylindrical ABSRA changes the input impedance ofthe antenna; therefore, the reflection
coefficient at the FSS port is changed. It means, if the antenna is designed to be matched
in one state, it loses the matching in another state. The antenna can only be designed to
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match the OFF state, while for the ON state, a matching circuit and switches are needed.
Therefore, a matching circuit has been designed such that the proposed antenna can be
matched for both states without any switching. Figure 4.25 shows the antenna matching
circuit. It is microstrip with a plane at the bottom. The substrate is RT 1 duroid 5870 with
the Sr= 2.33 and h= 0.8 mm.
1.6~

0.7mm
Figure 4.25 matching circuit.
Figure. 4.26 shows the simulation for both states without and with matching circuit in the
ground plane. As it can be seen, the antenna is matched at working frequency 2.45 GHz.
The resonance of the antenna causes narrow bandwidth about 8%. The lower is possible if
we design a matching circuit for each state separately.
Figure 4. 27. shows that the antenna peak gain is about 14 dB at 2.45 GHz in the ON state
and about 4 dB in the OFF state without the matching circuit and the antenna peak gain is
about 11.5 dB at 2.45 GHz in the ON state and about 0 dB in the OFF state with the
matching Circuit that gives the desired response in terms ofrealized gain [95].
In the fabricated prototype of the matching circuit, we need to take in consideration the
drop in the antenna gain due mainly to the antenna losses including the metallization,
substrate, and diodes loss.
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Figure 4.26. Return loss without and with matching circuit.
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Figure 4.27. Realized gain without and with matching circuit.

4.5.

Fabrication Process.

The fabrication process is an intermediate process between the simulation and measurement
process. After obtaining such encouraging results in the simulation, the antenna needs to be
fabricated in order to measure the real antenna. The wet etching technique was used in this
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process. The fabrication process consists of severa! steps and the se steps must be done
carefully to get optimtun results. Table 4.6 shows the steps of fabrication process.

No

Pic ture

Explanation

1

The design's layout was carried out
from CST as Gerber files and was
printed over transparency. The
substrate that will be used is FR-4
board with photo resist layer.

2

Then, this layout will expose under
ultraviolet (UV) light over FR-4
board. This step is doing under
lightless condition in order to
protect the photo resist layer.

3

After that, the structure is soaked
and etched with the acid developer
to remove the positive photo resist
layer. This step also is doing under
lightless condition.

4

Afterward, to remove the copper
layer at unused region, the structure
was etched using chemical acids.
This is the last part of fabrication
processes.

5

Then the verification on ptinted size
ofthe substrate were compared with
the designed one
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6

The Foam were shaped to fill the
cavity of the cylindrical out layer.

7

The drilling process with the size of
the di pole, then lamination to get the
full height of the cavity.

8

Lastly the assembling were made to
match the overall ASBRA

Table 4. 6 steps offabrication process
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4.6.

Measurement Process

After the fabrication process, the antenna is tested and measured to validate the simulation
results such as return loss and the radiation pattern. All measurement processes have been
done in the Université du Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue (UQAT) and at the Télébec
underground communications research laborato:ry (LRTCS) in Val d-Or, Québec.
In order to carry out our measurements, the following materials are required.
4.6.1. Return loss measurements
The equipment that was used in this measurement is Vector Star MS4647A Microwave
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) shown in Figure 4.28. The MS4647A VNA is an
instrument system that contains a built-in source, test set, and analyzer. Test results are
displayed real time on a front panel touch screen or also to a separate video monitor. Screen
captures can easily be printed or saved in common graphie file formats. [96]
The MS4647 A VNAs provide a maximum frequency range from 70 kHz to 70 GHz for
standalone VNAs. Through its front panel user interface, the instrument can be quickly
configured to provide either:

• 25,000 Points
MS4640A Series VNAs have up to 25,000 total test points available, with up to 16
chaunels, and each chaunel with up to 16 trace display graphs where each chaunel is
configured as a virtual separate VNA. Each trace can have up to 12 standard markers and
one reference marker.

• 100,000 Points
The VNA can be configured with up to 100,000 total test points, limited to one channel
with up to 16 trace display graphs. Each trace can have up to 12 standard markers and one
reference marker

Figure 4.28. VectorStar MS4647A VNA Front Panel- Rear panel
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The eqllipment was calibrated to ensure that the equipment gives precise resllits or in other
words can reduce uncertainties during the measurement process. The calibration process
is done by using the calibration kit by loading the open, short and broadband terminator.
Further step to measure the input return loss for those antennas is to setup the start and
stop the frequency range then measure the dipole alone as shown in figure 4.28. then
finally measure the overall structure as shown infigure 4.29.

Figure 4.29. Measuring the S11 of the dipole a/one

Figure 4.30. Measuring the S11 of overall structure
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4.6.2. Radiation Pattern Measurement
The measurement of the realized gain of the antenna is conducted by comparing the
antenna with the hom antenna as a reference. By lack of the anechoic chamber facilities
in the university, the set-up is made in the laboratory as showed in Figure 4.35 while
Figure 4. 31 shows our reference set up picture of anechoic chamber. The proposed antenna

is placed as the antenna nnder test (AUT) to measure the receiving power from the hom
antenna. The antenna has been measured, and the power will be received in dBd [98] by
varying the frequency range from 2 GHz to 7 GHz. The radiation pattern of the antenna
was measured with a 360-degree rotator at the selected frequency bands in the E and Hplane.

Figure 4.31 Power received and radiation pattem measurement set-up.
Two types of antennas were used during measurements. On the show, a directional
antenna was used throughout the duration of the measurement. In reception, a directive
and an omnidirectional were used. The omnidirectional antenna used in these
measurements is the HGV2406 UB. It has an omnidirectional radiation pattern on the
horizontal plane and covers a frequency band from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz with a gain of 3
dBi. The following table presents its specifications. The directional antenna used is a
DRG-118/ A. It is a hom antenna whose frequency band varies from 1 GHz to 18 GHz.
It is manufactured by ARRA

The low noise amplifier (LNA-Low Noise Amplifier) used is the RLNA01 M10G. This
amplifier is an RF-Lambda product having a band of frequency from 0.1 GHz to 18 GHz
with a nearly stable noise pattern all over the bandwidth. The effects introduced by this
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amplifier are elirrùnated in the post-processing phase by removing from all measurements
the measurement of the reference distance that has been taken at 1 m. The following table
shows the pararneters ofLNA. [97]
Frequency (GHz)

Gain (dB)

Puissance maximum ( dBm)

0.1-18

30

-16

Table 4.2. LNA Parameters RLNAOlMlOG

Figure 4-32 LNA RLNAOlMlOG
The Anritsu MG3692B RF/microwave signal generator offers the lùghest output power,
best-in-class spectral purity, and fastest switclùng speed. The Anritsu MG3692B can
provide guaranteed +23 dBm at 20 GHz with -94 dBc/Hz phase noise at 1kHz offset while
typically switclùng at 5 ms per point. Tlùs level of performance enables the verification
the toughest spectral purity requirements, and greatly reduces test times.
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Figure 4.33AnritsuMG3692B
The Lab-volt 9506-00 Antenna Positioner consists of the mast for the receiving antenna
(antenna nnder test), a drive motor, a signal detector, a variable attenuator, and a shaft
encoder. The drive motor is used to rotate the mast while the rotation is controlled by the
LVDAM-ANT software via the Data Acquisition Interface. An SMA connector, monnted
on the base of the mast, allows a connection to be made between the receiving antenna and
the signal detector. This detector provides a signal whose voltage depends on the level of
the RF signal received. This signal is available on a connector for connection to the Data
Acquisition Interface. The variable attenuator allows adjustments to be made to the
sensitivity of the receiving system according to the strength of the received signal, in order
to prevent system saturation. This attenuator is controlled by the LVDAM-ANT software
via the Data Acqllisition Interface. The shaft encoder is coupled with the shaft of the drive
motor and provides signais to monitor the rotation of the mast. Two multi-pin connectors
on the Antenna Positioner allow connection to the Data Acquisition Interface 1 Power
Supply.
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Figure4.34 The Lab-volt 9506-00

Figure 4.35 The Lab-volt 9506-00 setup in the Laboratory;
These different equipments used in the measurements affect (the effects of antennas,
cables, amplifiers, etc.) the propagation channel measurements. Sorne effects are ignored
or minimized. Generally, those who cannat be minimized are eliminated by calibration or
post-treatment phase.
4.7.

Summary

This chapter made it possible to analyze cylindrical structures. First, omnidirectional
radiation sources have been developed to meet the need for bearn uniformity, and its
symmetry in the azimuth plane. Subsequently, a passive periodic structure consisting of a
single layer continuous FSS elements was considered. The omnidirectional source was
introduced into a cylinder fot·med by the FSS layer. The cylindrical geometry has been
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retained to guarantee an axis of revolution perpendicular to the azimuth plane. It has be en
found that the radius of the cylindrical structure acts mainly on the frequency response of
the antenna. The total number of FS S elements, and the angle of aperture, worked together
on the frequency adaptation and the performances of directivity and the leve! of
background radiation. The structures greater directivity, but a lower spectral uniformity.
The more open structures, recalling reflector structures, offered a constant directivity as a
function offrequency. In addition, Pin Diodes were then used as necessary in the radiating
aperture. Their transparent/opaque nature has been exploited. It has been observed that a
judicious choice of the ir gap dimensions could le ad to a slight degradation of performance.
However, the discontinuons elements affect the frequency of operation of the structure by
translating it towards the high frequencies. Lastly, the effect of the active elements
necessary for the agility of the beams has be en studied. It was noted that the capacitance
of the diodes was a critical parameter that had a degrading effect on both the frequency
response of the structure as weil as its directivity and its leve! of back radiation. It is
therefore important to choose active elements with very low capacitance in order tore duce
the necessary number.
The result of simulation and measurement will be discussed and analyzed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
5.1.

Introduction

The measurement process 1s very important to validate the simulation result. This
process is conducted after the fabrication process has been completed. In this chapter, the
simulation result for the Adaptive Switched Bearn Reconfigurable Antenna (ASBRA) is
presented in terms of return Joss, realized gain and radiation pattern. The measurement
results are also presented in terms of return Joss, realized gain, and radiation pattern. After
that, both simulation and measurement results are compared, analyzed and discussed.
5.2.

Analysis Result and Discussion of the ASBRA

The parametric study of the ASBRA has been done and presented in Chapter 4 in term
of varying the scaling factor of severa! parameters such as cavity size, lumped elements
specifications, type of substrate, band gap size the number of FSS elements ... to study the
behavior of antenna performance so that a good result in term of return Joss and radiation
pattern can be achieved. After simulation using CST software is done, the antenna was
fabricated using FR-4 board using wet etching technique followed by measurement process.
In this part, the simulated and measured results of the ASBRA are analyzed and compared.
The photo of the fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 5.4. The overall size of the proposed
antenna has a radius of 96.5 mm (3)J4) on a substrate FR-4 with a thickness of 0.13 mm
and a height of 154 mm.
5.2.1.

Input Return Loss

Based on the simulation of the ABSRA software using the CST software, the antenna
return Joss is Jess than -10 dB from 2.35 GHz to 2.55 GHz or a bandwidth of 8, 17 %
according to the formula in (2.10).

The result of the simulation is then validated by

comparing with the measurement results. The return Joss measurement is performed using
the VectorStar MS4647A VNA. The Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of simulated and
measured feedback Joss for ASBRA antenna. The result of the measurement shows a good
agreement between the results of the simulation. The measurement shows that the antenna
can operate from 2.35 GHz to 2.65 GHz or 12% bandwidth compared to -10 dB.
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Figure 5.1. Simulated and measured return lossfor theASBRA
BW o/o = .Jtu-fl

(fuxfl)

x 100% (5.1)

where:

[u

=

upper frequency bandwidth

fi

=

lower frequency bandwidth

BW(Simulated) o/o = .J

2 5 2 35
. - '
(2.5 x 2.35)

BW ( Measure d) o/o = .J

x 100% = 8.17%

2~5- 2 35

( 2.65 x 2.35)

x 100% = 12%

The comparison of the simulated and measured loss of efficiency for the ASBRA is shown
in Table 5.1.
Parameters

Simulated

Measured

Lower frequency f1

2.35

2.35

Upper frequency fu

2.5

2.65

Bandwidth (GHz)

0.15

0.3

Bandwidth (%)

8.47

12

Table 5.1 Comparison offrequency bandwidth between simulation and measurement
Comparing the beam-widths in figure 5.1 ; it reveals a noticeable difference only for the Hplane pattern. Since the effect of active elements and other losses are considered in the
fabricated prototype, this difference basically can be interpreted by the measured gain
reduction. This technically confirms the frequency agility of the ASBRA.
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5.2.2.

Realized Gain

The gain of the antenna is measured using the gain comparison method. The simulated
and measured realized gain for the ASBRA with 4 diodes in the ON state are plotted in
Figure 5.2. It is shown that the antenna has a good gain at 2.45 GHz for each state. It is
worth mentioning that the realized gain for this antenna is about 9.8 dBd for the measured
results and 13.8 dB for the simulated results in the ON states and it is 0 dB and 4 dB
respectively in the OFF state.
14
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Figure 5.2 Realized gain results for measured and simulated ASBRA

The measurement of received gain of ASBRA is conducted by comparing the ASBRA
antenna with the hom antenna as a reference. The measurement set-up is not in the anechoic
chamber, so we consider the environment effect by measuring first the dipole al ones (Figure
5.3) then we measured the all structure (Figure 5.4) and finally we divide the vector results

using Matlab and Origin pro software to get the final results in dBd (dB
refered to a reference dipole antenna) without environmental effect.
It is important to note that the antenna gain is then a measure of the amount offocus that

an antenna can apply to the incoming signal relative to one of two reference dispersion
patterns [98]. The dBi is the amount of focus applied by an antenna with respect to an
"Isotropie Radiator" (a dispersion pattern that radiates the energy equally in all directions
onto an imaginary sphere surrounding a point source). Thus an antenna with 2.1 dBi of gain
focuses the energy so that sorne areas on an imaginary sphere surrounding the antenna will
have 2.1 dB more signal strength than the str ength of the strongest spot on the sphere around
an Isotropie Radiator. The dBd refers to the antenna gain with respect to a reference dipole
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antem1a. A reference dipole antenna is defined to have 2.15 dBi of gain. So converting
between dBi and dBd is as simple as adding or subtracting 2.15 according to the se formulas:
•

dBi = dBd + 2.15

•

dBd = dBi- 2.15

Specifying antenna gain in dBd means that the antenna in question has the ability to focus
the energy x dB more than a dipole.
In our case the realized gain of the measured ASBRA will be 9.8 dB + 2.15= 11.95 dBi.

Figure 5.3 Alfeasuring the dipole alone
structure

Figure 5.4 Alfeasuring the all

T11e final set up is the san1e as the radiation pattem setup as discussed in Chapter 4. T11e
ASBRA is placed as the antenna under test (AUT) in ON and OFF mode to measure its
receiving power from the hom antem1a as a reference antem1a with gain of 15 dBi over the
range from 0. 7 GHz until 18 GHz. T11e power received in dBm by varying the frequency
range from 2 GHz to 7GHz. To evaluate the reconfiguration functionalit y from directional
to onmidirectional case across the operating frequency band, the antenna radiation-pattem s
are measured when all active elements on the FSS screen are switched ON or OFF,
respectively. For the sake of comparison, the measured gain of dipole antenna is provided
in Figure. 5-5
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Figure 5.5 Radiation pattern of the dipole Fig ure
It is observed in figure 5. 6 that the measured radiation pattern has a similar pattern with

the simulated and has a directional radiation pattern.
As the fabricated prototype in the azimuth plane has cylindrical symmetry, it can be
concluded that the other cases will give the same performance as the simulation.

180

Figure 5. 6 Radiation pattern of the Simulated and the Fabricated ASBRA

The simulated and measured results ofthe ASBRA have been presented and discussed.
The simulated result such as return loss, realized gain and radiation pattern has been clearly
presented. Then, the measurement process has been done to validate the simulated results
and both results have be en compared to each other in terms of return loss, received power
and radiation pattern. The results show a good agreement between simulated and
measurement values.
A summary of achieve results of the ASBRA has been compared to the reconfigurable
antennas presented in Table. 5-2, demonstrating the improvements obtained by the earlier
proposed antenna.
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Table 5.2 Previous researches on reconfigurable antenna

Title 1 Authors

ype ofreconfigurable Antenna

Backlobe

Bandwidth

Gain

Implementation with real
switchin~

1

Adaptive switched bearn
reconfigurable antenna for wireless
sensor network applications.

Bearn-switching antenna based on
active
frequency selective surfaces [99]
2

3
4

5
6

7

8

Electronically sweeping-bearn antenna
usiog a new cyliodrical frequencyselective surface rlOÔl
Cyliodrical slot FSS configuration for
bearn-switching applications [ 10 1]
Bearn switching antenna based on
active frequency selective surfaces
(102]
A reconfigurable bearn-switchiog
antenna base on active FSS [103]
Beam-Switching Antenna with a
New Reconfigurable Frequency
Selective Surface [104]
High-Gain Reconfigurable
Sectoral Antenna Using an Active
Cylindrical FSS Structure [105]

Radiation pattern using FSS
-7 dB

150MHz

15 dBi

No/Using PEC pad

Radiation pattern using FSS

- 16 dB

400MHz

11 dBi

No/Using ideal case

Radiation pattern using FSS

-20 dB

400MHz

6 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes

Radiation pattern using FSS

- 12 dB

0.7-2.7 GHz

8.7 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes

Radiation pattern using FSS

- 12.5dB

500MHz

12.5 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes

Radiation pattern using FSS

-9.5 dB

150MHz

5 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes

Sectoral antenna using FSS

- 14 dB

300 MHz

9.8 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes

Sectoral antenna using FSS

- 13 dB

200 MHz

12 dBi

Yes by usiog PIN diodes
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CHAPTERSIX
CONCLUSION
6.1. Conclusion
The objective of this dissertation were to study, develop and measure an adaptive
reconfigurable switched bearn antenna (ASBRA) for WSN application intending to
enhance the communication performance between nodes in locations difficult to access.
The reconfigurable antenna is a promising and an appropriate type of antenna, where
through the use of appropriate switches, the antenna can be structurally reconfigured and
its resonant dimensions maintained for desired frequency bands.

Therefore; the

development of the ASBRA has been presented and discussed from the design process,
manufacturing process until measurement process. The introduction of the ASBRA
including a reconfigurable field study is also presented in addition to the significance of the
research objective and the research scopes. These were ali explained in detail and the
successful outcome of this research is a re suit of plentifulliterature in this particular field,
thus we have a better understanding of the ASBRA development. In addition, the concept
and the operating behavior of ASBRA have been presented and discussed with the
assistance of appropriate figures and tables. To analyze the proposed antenna, numerical
simulations were carried out with CST microwave studio which is based on the finite
integration method. For comparison and validation of the optimized results, Ansoft HFSS
based on the finite element method is also used and which has many applications and bring
benefits to researcher for the performance and characteristic of the antenna can be analyzed
before proceeding to the manufacturing process besides reducing time wastage.
The design and flow chart of the ASBRA were discussed. The detailed dimension of
the ASBRA is included in the simulation process inset feed line and the distance between
adjacent patch, which are simulated in order to produce a better result. The design of the
ASBRA was then integrated with lumped elements and PIN diode switches to reconfigure
the operating frequency from wideband operation to narrow band operation. In the
simulation process, two methods to represent the PIN diode which are using lumped
element and PEC pad were discussed with sorne results. Then, the adaptive circuit and DC
line were used to compensate the bias of the diode.
The ASBRA was fabricated using wet etching technique on a FR-4 substrate with
presented details on manufacturing processes then measured to validate the simulation
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results in return of Joss, gam and radiation pattern. However, the antenna could be
configured in the Azimuth plane with narrowband depending on its application. In
addition, a good agreement between measurement and simulation results, antenna gain and
radiation pattern were achieved. The results of the antennas are discussed in the graph and
tables for better viewing. The ASBRA has saved weight, space and money.
6.2. Key Contribution
The development of the ASBRA has been studied and its performance is analyzed. After
hard work on the antenna's development, two key contributions were verified:
1. The performance of narrowband ASBRA is improved by integrating RF switch to

have reconfigurability operation.
2. A reconfigurable antenna is design based on real circuit mode ling of PIN diode in
simulation pro cess using CST software tools. This contribution is replacing the other
method by using ideal case which the simulation results are not similar to the
measurement results.
6.3. Future Research
In this thesis, sorne research work has been carried out on the single layer planar and
conformai reconfigurable frequency selective surfaces for antenna applications. However,
not fully covered in this limited work, sorne other interesting investigations in this area are
stillleft for future research topics:
1. One of the limitations of this project is that the PIN diode can be operated up to

limited capacitance values. The use of high-frequency microstrip could be
applied for future research and different technique offeeding such aperture slots
can be studied to reduce the effect of PIN diode towards the antenna's
performance. Renee, the antenna can operate at a very narrowband operation
and it might re duce the size of the antenna.
2. Antenna radiation topology can be interesting future research topic. In this
thesis, the antenna radiation-pattern is sweeping only the azimuth angles and it
deals with vertical polarized waves. Changing the radiation mechanism to
sweep the elevation angles, handling both vertical and horizontal polarizations
and proposing a particular method to increase antenna gain by a minimum
cylinder height can be recognized as other future research topics in the
reconfigurable antenna.
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